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PASSAIC VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL
Little Falls, New Jersey
In across, out across, up across, down across
Jump in a hole
In across, out across, up across, down across
Don't play the role
In around, out around, up around, down around
You are what you are
In around, out around, up around, down around
You’ll go pretty far.
Inside, outside, upside, downside
Stand up and give
Inside, outside, upside, downside
Stand up and live
We dedicate this book to the peaceful coexistence of egotists, weightlifters, commissioners, travelers, conservationists, congressmen, gypsies, teachers, democrats, Jews, rednecks, policemen, writers, poets, blacks, songwriters, parents, Chinese, homosexuals, students, traditionalists, Puerto Ricans, mayors, businessmen, bums, city people, pacifists, artists, housewives, militants, priests, whites, college kids, carpenters, doves, sport players, prostitutes, economists, acid heads, conformists, merchants, philosophers, painters, capitalists, hard hats, photographers, rabbis, mechanics, bus drivers, hippies, Christians, polluters, activists, presidents, Indians, grand-parents, truck drivers, store owners, music lovers, authority people, farmers, barbers, sign painters, celebrities, women libbers, fashion designers, concert goers, clerks, accountants, newspaper editors, coaches, educators, army men, musicians, taxi drivers, ditch diggers, undertakers, principals, kindergarten, librarians, athletes, jewelers, bartenders, kings, thieves, protesters, demonstrators, publishers, generals, surfers, drug addicts, fishermen, car dealers, pushers, mentally ill, smokers, doctors, hawks, intellectuals, firemen, drunks, prophets, labor men, prison men, shoemakers, Vermonters, mailmen, rich people, unemployed, grubbers, little children, teenagers, garbagemen, hairdressers, married people, actors, patriots, janitors, draftees, secretaries, folk singers, Russians, National Guardsmen, pill droppers, shoe shine boys, bicycle riders, scientists, bankers, rationalists, construction workers, landlords, Italians, floor sweepers, cowboys, broadcasters, weavers, civil service workers, gangsters, hitchhikers, N.Y. Times readers,

and the mutual respect of one for the other's right to exist.
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Hard work, determination, double sessions, and pride spelled success for this year's football team. If not for a slump mid-way through the season, the team could have gone undefeated. As it was, the final record was seven wins against two defeats, which earned the Hornets second place in the league. The combination of a powerful offense and a stingy defense was the formula for a winning season. An offense with an accurate passing attack complemented a strong running game bewildered many an opponent's defense. At P.V., defense has always been the backbone of the team. This was no exception as Valley's was among the best, yielding only an average of 181 yards and four first downs per game. To climax the season, P.V. shutout Wayne Valley 20-0. P.V. dominated many of the all star teams, as Rob Nies, Bob Appledoorn, Bob DeYoung, Jerry Rubino, Nick Sauter, and Dave Sansone were selected. Much of the credit for this year's success should go to the coaches, especially Coach Gerdy. He was honored as County Coach of the Year. The loss of thirty seniors will hurt the team, but the winning tradition is sure to continue.
1972 COLOR GUARD

Captain Wendy Gorab
Co-Captain Laura Zaccario

Substitute
Mary Ann Hydock
Advisor
Mrs. Joanne Christiano
1972 CHEERLEADERS

CAPTAIN — Jane Patrosso
CO-CAPTAIN — Nina Scott
Kathy Cody
Pat DeVisser
Debbie Esposito
Debbie Gyurak
Cathy Johnson
Pat Karstens
Barbara Kimler
Peggy Zwerver
Substitutes
Debbie Gurak
Karen Seabridge
Advisers
Mrs. LaVeme Becker
Mrs. Sandra Kensicki
HEAD TWIRLER — Claudia Monacelli
ASSISTANT — Anne Jemack

Linda Airel, Jill DeYoung, Denise Diehl, Alexis Javras, Fran Rado, Marietta Shadel, Peggy Shadel, Sandy Thompson, Susan Ulrich.

Adviser — Miss Carol DiSimone
Our Town

Director: Mrs. Peggy Nyrie
Student Director: Donna Rhodes
CAST

George Cipoletti
Steve Matson
Larry Braunstein
Carl Stromberg
Kathy Fellman
Sue Dierdorf
Geri Gourley
Doug Grant
Marty Zanfino
Nina Scott
Tony Hatab
Bill Marshall
Peggy Zwerver
Jean Kamenz
Bob Palausmy
Bob Evans
Arlene Stepputat
Jim Castiglione
Nick Casale
Rich Agrusti
Joe Frucci
Jack Summerton
John Vautier
Joe Aulinio
Walt Dicensky
Pam Weite
Claudia Bognar
Sal DiCola
Tony Franzini
Barry Eitel
Bob Mann
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1971-72 VARSITY SOCCER TEAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doug Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Makris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Trigiano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Bato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberto Escobar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Snider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pete Vandervalk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Kosmack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarkis Ozdemirici</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sal DiCola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Rozdoba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean Spencer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russ Paulison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Amerigowicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Van Gieson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enzo Niglio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Escobar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed Voorhis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Curcio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SOCcer Coaches

Joe Mazza
Vince Caruso
John Licsko
Frank Ariola

MaNagers

Joe Wancho
Mark Deusch
Jim O'Connell
Along with winning games, this year's Soccer Team also seemed intent on breaking records. With past years' best efforts toppling at every game, this team was the best ever. With a final record of 13-4, the team also gained entrance into the State Tournament. Three teams were defeated for the first time: Englewood, Paramus, and Garfield. The team scored the most goals per year, 51, and allowed the least, 9, in the seven years Soccer has been played at Valley. With a second place finish in the N.N.J.I.L. to their credit. The team also ended ranked twentieth in the state. Team members that were honored by selection to area all-star teams included: Randy Escobar, Enzo Niglio, Bill Makris, Roberto Escobar, Rich Trignano, and Doug Grant. Coach Mazza finally received the credit he deserved, he was named as the Soccer Coach of the Year in Passaic County. This year's team and its coaches are to be congratulated on their fine season.
Girls’ Fall Sports

MANAGERS

Bowling
Donna Albanese
Kathy Tufaro

Exercises
Barbara Tanis
Kathy Fellman

Field Hockey
Robbin Sardinsky
Judy Barna

Modern Dance
Fran Green
Claudia Monacelli

Rhythmical Gymnastics
Nancy Krill
Maura Bowe
1971-72 CROSS COUNTRY TEAM

CROSS COUNTRY COACHES
Tom Patierno
Jim Krick

MANAGERS
Joe Frisci, Kenneth Garrison

Start ...
And so they did. The pain of blisters, agony of up and down the bleachers, and aching muscles paid off for this year's Cross Country Team. The Harriers completed their schedule with a winning slate of 9-4, so that all fall teams were above the 500 mark. With qualified underclassmen to add to a number of seasoned seniors, the team appeared to have great potential. Unfortunately injuries plagued the team and as a result the team faltered in league meets with all 5 defeats coming against league rivals. And so as it is for this year's seniors and for all runners, they have reached the...
Grease For Peace,

Remember?
Winter
Guess who's coming to breakfast!
Following the winning example set by fall sports, the 1971-72 Basketball Team put together a fine season ending with a 16-10 record overall. Playing their best under pressure they captured the Passaic Valley Holiday Championships and were the runner-up in the Passaic County Tournament. They also put together their best games against their toughest opponents. Against state semi-finalist Hackensack the team lost in the closing seconds 77-75. Against league foes the team came away with a 10-8 slate.

John Gerdy led the team, as well as the league, in scoring with a 24.9 scoring average. Pulling down rebounds were Bob De Young, Gene Krom, and Joe Lazarski. Directing the attack was guard Gus Fraga.

Credit for much of this year’s success goes to Head Coach De Simone and Coaches Bender, Reaser, and Puzzo.

Next year looks promising with three returning starters and nine other lettermen.
BASKETBALL COACHES

Carmen De Simone
Frank Reaser
Bernard Bender
Salvatore Puzzo

MANAGER

John Opuda
1972 VARSITY BASKETBALL TEAM

Bob DeYoung
Gus Fraga
Gene Krom
Joe Lazarski
Dave Kleinrock
John Wills
Dave Nowen

John Silvers
Mark Buczeli
Larry O'Shea
Jim Gaita
Bill Hale
Dan D'Iorio
John Gerdy
Eighteen little kids with smiles — and easy tears. They come from less than ideal situations and know better than we the harder aspects of our economy and the tougher aspects of life. We wanted to do something for another person. We had the notion that we could do something tangible to help along that intangible thing called happiness for people who needed it. We were infected with the "Spirit of Christmas."

So we took up a collection, we bought presents, we threw a party. We baked cookies, we wrapped presents, we dressed Mr. K. as Santa Claus, we put together a scooter, we taught a little boy to punt. And they appreciated it. They laughed, they smiled, they ate. And we appreciated it.

These are children, children who know despair. They have not despained. They know hardship. But they are not apathetic. They left us with smiles — and easy tears.
Christmas Concert
WIZARD OF OZ
Lynda Cosgrove
Bill Marshall
Bob Evans
Jeff Grimshaw
Steve Matson
Janet Barbera
Theresa Mullin
Claire Lobosco
Chuck Kentis
Claudia Codispoti
Liz Fletcher
Karen Mangan
Judy D’Agostino
Cindy Boyhan
Carol Krull
Marlene DeStefano
Donna Sisco
Linda Stupiello
Elaine Stewart
Mary Ann Reidy
Tom Aulino
Tom Beltrame
Kim Brizzolara
Phil Calabro
Robert Nies
Charles Phillips
Nina Scott
Arlene Stepputat
Carol Tullio
Bob Warren
Mike Wercholuk
The starvation, as well as the hard work and sore muscles payed off for this year's Wrestling team. The result was a 12-2 record and third position in the N.N.J.I.L. Along with those accomplishments the team captured their first District VIII crown in the eleven years wrestling has been a part of Valley.

There were many outstanding wrestlers this year led by Captains Pete Spinelli and Ed Norman. Pete advanced to the State finals before losing to the eventual State champion, but enroute he won the Region 2 and District 8 titles. 98 lb. Glenn Wiltshire and 136 lb. Vic Santalla took first in the Districts. 123 lb. Sal DiCola and 115 lb. Ben Benvenuti were the runners-up in the district. Overall seven lettermen received County honors.

The future looks promising with Mr. Aharrah guiding the J.V.'s to an undefeated season 14-0. Mr. Sisbarro did a fine job with a 10-2 Freshman team. Mr. McMahon did a superb job with the Varsity as can easily be seen by the team's success. The 1971-72 Wrestlers represented Passaic Valley admirably.
MANAGERS
Charlie Hemsey
Dave Hellegers

Bill Phillian
Mark Towers
Bill Beresford
Vic Santalla
Tim Donahue
Bill McLoone
Ben Benvenuti
John Lonsky
Brian Surage
Captain Pete Spinelli won the Region 2 and District 8 titles and advanced to the State Titles before losing to the eventual state champion.
Winter Girls' Sports
MANAGERS
Apparatus
Nancy Burke
Barbara Fischetti
Basketball
Paula Galorenzo
Mickey Glita
Tumbling
Kathy Anselmi
Carol Gannitello
Volleyball
Nancy Golubeski
Passaic Valley High School bowlers competed in two leagues and three tournaments during the past season. Coached by Mr. De Paul, Passaic Valley won both leagues. Our record in the N.N.J.I.L. League was 49 wins and 15 losses. Our record in the Butler Scholastic League was 27 wins and 3 losses.

The junior varsity team ran a string of 24 undefeated games before losing its first game.

Steve Drehetz, a sophomore, led both leagues in high individual averages, with a 189 in the N.N.J.I.L. and a 184 in the Butler League.
Senior Faculty Game
Spring
Miss Grease for Peace Contest
1972 VARSITY BASEBALL TEAM

Danny Aschenbach
Bob DeVito
Warren Damiano
Tony Hatab
John Rogers
Gus Fraga
Joe Novack
Dave Kleinrock
Dennis Etzel
Tom Curcio
Steve Bertolero
Ed Ginter
Dave Strasser
John Wills
Mark Curcio
Bob Pertain
Gary Slinger
Dave Sansone
Mark Todisco
Bill Hale
John Urchak
Rain, snow, and mud confined P.V.'s baseball squad practices to indoors. "Think sunshine" was the chant during the early practices. Finally sunshine and a vastly improved baseball team. With the power of Damiano and Sansone, the quickness and fielding of Fraga, Hatab, and Kleinrock, and a very strong pitching staff, the Hornets are a solid competitor for the N.N.J.I.L. crown. Coaches Tom Patierno, Frank Reaser, Vince Caruso, and Bill DeGroot along with the entire team are looking forward to a fine season.
BASEBALL COACHES

Tom Patierno
Bill DeGroot
Vince Caruso
Frank Reaser
MANAGERS

Bob Hrib
Ken Andreotta
Jerry Curcio
John Snider
On the course, the P.V. putmen, coached by Joe Biscaha, seem to be in fine form. They are looking forward to another successful season.

1972 VARSITY GOLF TEAM

John Del Gaizo
Bob Muccio
Jim Danbrowney
Al Bolle Jr.
Andy Hyjek
Jim Spencer
Joe Zarek
Todd Radwin
Steve Mc Crostie
Joe Salvia

GOLF COACH

Joe Biscaha
Art Show
1972 VARSITY TRACK TEAM

Mark Haefeli
Dennis McIntyre
Gary Tabor
Paul Leetsma
Ed Fisher
Bob Collins
Ken Garrison
Carmen Volpe
Ed Mamary
Bob Posluszny
Bob O'Neill
Bob Shaw
Pat Di Giori
Dave Zawisha
Mark Towers
Dave Stewart
Jim Gaita
Bob Nies
Ray Shatwell
Pete Feenan
Dave Hagman
Farrin Knoll
Mike Napoleone
Nick Sauter
Dean Spencer
Pete Mundy
Art Bronk
Jim Fernandez
Mark Kosmack
Don Buckley
MANAGERS
Bob Evans
Joe Wancho
Cliff Davenport
Dave Alvino

TRACK COACHES
Frank Pellechia
Bernard Bender
Jim Klick
Sean Bowe
Passaic Valley's track team for the 1972 season promises to have great success, with strong individual performers in many of the events. Returning are fourteen lettermen, many of whom are underclassmen, having set outstanding records in their previous years at Valley.

It is not a year of the superstar, with one or two exceptionally good performers, but rather, exceptional individuals across the board. This is unquestionably the year for some new individual records to be set and strong team record.
GREEN COMMITTEE HEADS

GREEN CHIEF
Wendy Gorab
Marching
Eileen Heyn
Karen Tomko
Exercises
Janice Todisco
Marilyn Findlay
Basketball
Nina Kopach
Lynn Hansen
Hoops
Donna Albanese
Sue Buchner
Modern Dance
Fran Green
Nancy Burke
Relays
Elaine Goobic
Robbin Sardinsky
Cheering
Kathy Patterson
Barbara Kimler
Decorations
Melanie Boughton
Ann Jemack
Posters
Donna Lobosco
Kristie Ebert
Costumes
Lesley Wityk
Carol Digiore
Tickets
Colleen May
Janet Temple
Attendance
Jean Kamenetz
Debbie Gurak

A thought, a theme, months of hard work, hundreds of ideas, routines, practices, and costumes all climaxed in two exciting nights. Nostalgia, this year's theme, brought back the memories of days gone by.
The festivities started Tuesday morning with the traditional Green and White Committee Head Breakfast. Decorations were hung, and cars were dressed in crepe paper and paint. Sympathizers displayed shirts and buttons, and everyone was psyching for the weekend. The cake was cut and the Girls' Show was on its way.

WHITE COMMITTEE HEADS

WHITE CHIEF
Jane Patрисso
Marching
Barbara Tanis
Pat Ricciardi
Exercises
Connie Rigolo
Gail Schmitt
Basketball
Paula Galorenzo
Linda Stanton
Hoops
Nancy Krill
Kathy Hilton
Modern Dance
Helen Mulford
Claudia Monacelli
Relays
Peggy Zwerver
Maureen Miller
Cheering
Kathy Cody
Pat De Visser
Decorations
Sue Picarelli
Cindi Kailo
Posters
Nina Scott
Kathy Abruscato
Costumes
Pat Hemsey
Robin Haggerty
Tickets
Cathy Johnson
Lynn Erbig
Attendance
Debbie Esposito
Donna Di Giovanni
Will the owner of a blue Volkswagon, license VNT-583, please move your car; it's blocking an entrance.
Friday night’s show commenced with a Green and White Committee Head dance as they relived their childhood dreams of the circus. The Green Marching Cavalrymen performed next, closely followed by the White Marching Martians. The Green Ladybugs competed against the White Little Girls and Boys with their imaginative exercise routines. The night closed with Green and White competition in basketball.

Committee Heads once again introduced the show followed by Green Hoops Swimmers and White Hoops Valentines on Saturday night. Then came Modern Dance, with Green Team Gangsters and White Team Ziegfield Follies performing with grace and precision. Green and White Relays added to the Show’s tense, exciting moments. Creating the mood on both nights were the cheering squads, Green Valentines and White Jiminy Crickets.
We have just completed four years of education in this institution. Along with the facts and figures and, we feel, of equal if not greater importance, is the social education we have obtained here. What we hope has been transmitted, is the ability of people to live together . . . . Togetherness is a great thing.

Stopping on the street next time you see a stranger with a flat tire, or just brightening someone's day with a smile. The idea here is to really make your life a vehicle for the promotion of peace and, through self-respect, human dignity.
Youth is the hope of the world; that it will be able to cope with today’s problems and tomorrow’s immense dangers. Peace is the method, and you’re it.
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e. e. cummings
Senior
Class
Officers

Nicholas Casale
President

Mrs. Metzger
Senior Class Adviser
Good Luck On
Your Senior
Class Concert
RICARDO ACCORDINO

"Ricky" ambition biologist memories 1st day of school, Spanish I, the girls Band and Beg. Band, H.B. 122, Herald News Festival, Thanksgiving football games secret ambition to be 6’5' basketball player and be a fantastic rock organ player.

JOSEPH ALESSIO

"Joe" ambition electronics memories DUB parties of 71; 3 weeks on the beach of Wildwood; upgrades at B.M.’s party; weekends at High Point secret ambition bartender at Playboy Club in N.Y.

PATRICIA ALTER

ambition teacher memories 6th period lunch with K.O., D.H., & A.R.; freshmen year; 3rd period History Algebra I, Driver’s Ed.; Dramatics; Masque & Sandal plays; bowling; writing to J.P.V. secret ambition to have lots of good friends

DOROTHEA M. PERKINS
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RICHARD AGRUSTI


LOUIS AGNES

"Louie" ambition to own a Corvette memories the best thing in my 4 years in P.V. was our trip to Atlantic City with our Distribution Ed. Club. This trip would not have been possible without the consent of Mr. Ed Meletta, better known as Deca Ed secret ambition to own a real big bakery shop.

LESLIE ALESSANDRELLI

"Grapefruit" ambition broadcaster memories frying squad; K.B., J.F., and L.A., K.B.’s parties; summer ’71, walk WH, all nights; trip to everywhere I could go; light up and for cheaply going fast; summer ’71, Casablance; Masque & Sandal; Seattle: L.A.: D.D.: Boston T.B.’s secret ambition to get enough buzz to go to everyplace I want to go.

GEORGE AITKEN

"Scruffy" ambition auto mechanic memories Seaside Heights ’69-71, 4 Singer, getting thrown out of school many times for the clothes I wore, sneaking a smoke in the bathroom by 201, auto shop Jr. year, 4th lunch Jr. year, study, M.S. Jr. year, Bird’s party, Deca’s Memory secret ambition to build a dragster that will break the 300 m.p.h. mark.
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GEORGE AITKEN

"Scruffy" ambition auto mechanic memories Seaside Heights ’69-71, 4 Singer, getting thrown out of school many times for the clothes I wore, sneaking a smoke in the bathroom by 201, auto shop Jr. year, 4th lunch Jr. year, study, M.S. Jr. year, Bird’s party, Deca’s Memory secret ambition to build a dragster that will break the 300 m.p.h. mark.
RICHARD PAUL ANDREWS

"Rich" ambition to graduate from college and become a gym teacher. School boycott, 7th period, guitar class, wrestling dinner, swim club. Secret ambition: someday get a 750 Honda and travel across the USA.

CARMELLA L. ANELLO

"Carmen" ambition to have fun and enjoy life. Memories all the fun and good times with M.B., N.D., A.D., and S.S., and all my long talks with F.R. Secret ambition: It's a secret.

SUSAN ANTOSIK

"Sue" memories summer in tent. White line 3 a.m., Seaside Park '70. Mt. Girls, Grand leap to basement, St. James Girls' Room, The Lantern, playing Dear Abby, Brookdale Park, all the good times with the gang, nights on the Corner. Secret ambition to own a big old house and a motorcycle.

PHILLIP AQUILLIA

"Mad Man" and "Flip" ambition to have body and fender man. Memories: having Mr. K come to my house when I cut school. Secret ambition to help kids find a home and to become a cop.

ROBERT JOHN APPELDOORN

"Bob" ambition: mechanical engineer. Memories: double sessions, single sessions, the mile, Wayne Valley Jr. yr., G squad, the great scandal. Fresh Gym with Gris, Lance Licago and Leaf Lipa, Chem. with E.K., L.B., and Doc Bray, amnesia at Vernon (I think). Tricky Dicky and History, Cultus, Wayne Valley Sr. yr. Secret ambition: To be able to catch Lil' Brother.

JAMES ATKINSON


JOSPEH AULINO


DANIEL J. ASCENBACH

"Dan" ambition: to help let the sun shine in memories: Calvina Flora, wipers, the kids, blue skies, LL camping trip, city, Vermont boys, Ranger game, family, double sessions, Macs, reading, Fresh, baseball with W.D., Dug Out's hill, concerts, tomatoes, ukis, art quinip. Secret ambition to make a completely refrigerated and homogenized yearbook.
FRANK BAIO
"Ciccio" ambition knowledge of 4065 languages memories my old country where I always had good times; my cousins & my first girlfriend from here

JANET ELLEN BARBERA
"Barberella" ambition criminal lawyer memories frying squad. G.M. boat, travels with T.B. sick times with L.A., K.B., L.A., J.P., K.R. parties, ski trips, summer of '70, cutting days, 65 lunch, the Brasserie, hitching to Canada, McHesney's secret ambition to be complete

JUDITH ANN BARNA
"Judy" ambition fashion designer memories Bowling Club, hockey, softball, badminton, volleyball, basketball, H.R. with Mrs. J., "Flowers" on Sat. nights, Sr. play, 6th lunch with G.T., A.K., B.W., L.H., D.R., Sewing with Miss "M", summer '71, short shore trips, "The Club", Girls' Show '71, secret ambition to see the whole world laughing at the same time

JAMES SALVATORE BARRESE

CAMILLE ANN BARRA
"Candy" ambition to try to help and be friendly with everyone and some day be a nurse memories Aug. 29, 1970. Firemen's Picnic, a certain someone, Spanish 11, Typing I, English with J.P., Biology with R.B., R.B. Jr. History, Girls' Show '69, '70, '72, basketball, being director of a play, Father's Day, Christmas Prom with J.L., Valley Variety with J.L., J.P., H.R. '69, '70, '71, with J.J., Sr. R.H., Sr. English, just being in Valley secret ambition to try and make the whole world laugh and be happy

JANET ELLEN BARBERA
"Barberella" ambition criminal lawyer memories frying squad. G.M. boat, travels with T.B. sick times with L.A., K.B., L.A., J.P., K.R. parties, ski trips, summer of '70, cutting days, 65 lunch, the Brasserie, hitching to Canada, McHesney's secret ambition to be complete

ROBERT BARRY

SUSAN BARRETT
"Sue" ambition nurse memories the cove; the Ings at Sealside; walking home from Willowbrook with C.M., the guys from Clifton and the summer of '70; 4th period D.K.; down the shore with C.B., B.B., and C.M.
GAIL MARLENE BECKER
ambition: Alumni Guidance counselor
memories: B.B.T.Y., President '71, H.B., J.W.T.Y., Natah '71, summer '71, Greek Camp '70 and '71, the Barn '70, Rock 'n' Roll '71, Sunday mornings '70 and '71, Wayne House, 6th lunch Jr. yr. w/L.B. and E.B., secret ambition: It's a secret so why should I tell anyone?

RICHARD BELMONT
"Buck" ambition: Phys. Ed. teacher
memories: ski trips, Austria, Vermont, surfing, great times with K.P., Soph. History, Art classes, Mr. "K." S.G.A., parties, football, I scoundals, Sr. study, just being here and having fun secret ambition: to pilot a Goodyear blimp.

DAWN ELISE BENDER
ambition: Dental, hygienist
memories: fun with S.L. and L.B., the "pajama" B.A.D.C., Soph. trip on fire" and Chem. lab, w/Mr. K. 6th lunch Jr. yr., French trip w/E.H., L.B., and K.J., 112, Lutheran B.B.G. Girls Show '71, summer '71 secret ambition: to marry successfully and have a happy family.

NANCY BENITEZ
ambition: to help addicts find their way out through God
RAYMOND JOSEPH
BLASI
“Bee” ambition: writer
memories: Wildwood, Wasaque Camping Trip, Memorial Day, Reid at Seaside secret ambition to live a happy life and live “my life”

CLAUDIA ELLEN
BOGNAR
“Claud” ambition: to see all the people in the world; wish each other memories: N.C., party, 4 yrs at Valley, long walks and rides with M.B., having fun at T.M.C., weekend in N.C., summer ‘71, picture at “High Point”, a blue Porsche, good times with N.P.C. secret ambition: to do what I want, when I want, how I want

DIANE BOSS
“Diane” ambition: business
memories: shore with D.B. and D.V.H., Dr. Ed., riding around, getting to school on time, long walks, 48 hours, getting hooked, summer ‘71, Calif. coming, tennis secret ambition: to go to California by van

MELANIE ANN
BOUGHTON
“Mel” ambition: college
memories: Austria ’70, Vermont ’69, ’70, party with Lance, Licato and B.H., “Topper” ’71, girls’ show, camping at L.D., B.B.’s parties Chem. lab, other high school trips, tricks with my parents, “hula hoop”, to ski Mt. Everest secret ambition to ski Mt. Everest

RICHARD BENSON
“Bee” ambition: zoologist

DEBORAH ANN BENOY
“Ben” ambition: airlines

DEBRA BOGERT
“Debbie” ambition: Austria, “California Days”, long walks, 48 hrs., ski trips, Tennis, Shore with D.B. and D.V.H., Driving around, Getting hooked, bowling, summer ’71, football games, working with the Dummy, getting to school on time secret ambition: to go to California, be a member of the U.S. Olympic Ski Team
JAMES BOUMAN

"Fly" ambition to be the owner of a restaurant memories 3rd lunch Fresh yr., Fresh Gym class, Soph. Hist. with J.B., and R.S., Main Office and Detentions Dr. yr. with all the new friends, Dr. Ed., summer of ’71 with K.C., R.L., T.K., D.P., C.F., B.F., N.C., J.T., N.C., the camping trip secret ambition to live in the wilderness with someone to love.

MARTHA JEAN HOWE


THOMAS C. BOYLE

"Gunk" ambition computer programmer memories on corner with the D. gang, sleeping out, down the shore with R. gang, motorcycle riding secret ambition cross country on a motorcycle.

RICHARD BREEN

"Rich" ambition auto mechanic memories my memories are when I came to P.V. as a freshman and being able to do things that I have never done before. My favorite memory is making friends with new students & with some teachers secret ambition to enjoy my favorite pastime — fishing.

DOUGLAS E. BRIDGES

"Doug" ambition to enjoy life and drive a funny car memories ’70-’71, last day of school on front lawn with J.P. ’69-’70 when J.L. put lift through Mr. S’s gas tank, ’70-’71 B.’s 6th period math class, coffee at my house with K.B., R.B., S.MeD., D.H., J.T., J.C., A.N., J.B., B.R., C.E., J.P., J.N. secret ambition not to be told.

ANTHONY E. BRINDISI

"Tony" ambition commercial airline pilot memories Fresh & Soph history, 6th per Chem, H.R. 114, Mr. L’s 5th per Alg, with Poppy & Lodi, summer of ’71, 3rd quarter Dr. Ed., Guinness Book of World Records secret ambition to be an astronaut and explore space.

LAURENCE BAUMANSTEIN

"Larry" ambition to own my own island memories Jr. History with Ticky Ticky, skiing with substitutes, water fights in Chemistry, Math with Sir Lance, played at D-bend, Spring ’70, Lost love secret ambition to get married and do everything.

DEBBIE A. BRENNAN

KIM BRIZZOLARA

"Woohoo!" ambition to have an island with all my friends memories K.E., D.D., D.D., J.B., L.A., L.C., E.S., parties at the house, frying squad, B.B., G.M.T. Bust, Light up another, summer ’70 on the road, summer ’71 with K.E. and B.B., Seaside weekend, T.B.’s B.G. secret ambition: experience it light...

RUTH BROMILLOW


BARBARA BROWN

"Barb" ambition college memories M.F.'s bush, living at S.B.’s for a week, S.B.’s party, July 23, 1971, A.W., Grand Funk Concert, 4th lunch, the shore, football and basketball games, riding around with S.B. and M.F., friends, having 2 accidents in 2 weeks, D.F.’s cemetery, "Girls, look what I found", "The Moral", parties that were & parties that weren’t, a certain dirt road, our lockers, working with the dummy secret ambition to relive the summer of '71

KIM BRIZZOLARA

"Woohoo!" ambition to have an island with all my friends memories K.E., D.D., D.D., J.B., L.A., L.C., E.S., parties at the house, frying squad, B.B., G.M.T. Bust, Light up another, summer ’70 on the road, summer ’71 with K.E. and B.B., Seaside weekend, T.B.’s B.G. secret ambition: experience it light...

RUTH BROMILLOW


CHERYL A. BRZESCINSKI


SUSAN BUCHNER

"Sue" ambition sales manager of a boutique memories: good and bad times with a certain someone, Tuesdays at R.P.’s, Paco’s basement, DECA, getting my driving permit, a certain Honda 400, The Fodell, summer of ’69, Sept. 28, 1969, June 19, ’71, and M.D. secret ambition to live in a house trailer and be happy

EVELYN BUCHER

"Ev" ambition sales manager of a boutique memories: good and bad times with a certain someone, Tuesdays at R.P.’s, Paco’s basement, DECA, getting my driving permit, a certain Honda 400, The Fodell, summer of ’69, Sept. 28, 1969, June 19, ’71, and M.D. secret ambition to live in a house trailer and be happy

SUSAN BUCHNER

"Sue" ambition sales manager of a boutique memories: good and bad times with a certain someone, Tuesdays at R.P.’s, Paco’s basement, DECA, getting my driving permit, a certain Honda 400, The Fodell, summer of ’69, Sept. 28, 1969, June 19, ’71, and M.D. secret ambition to live in a house trailer and be happy

JOAN BUBNIS

"Joanie" ambition to live and enjoy it memories Seaside and Hoboken with J.T. and H.M.L., Santana and K.S. at the Fillmore secret ambition: marry a millionaire
NANCY J. BERKE
"Tucker" ambition: to succeed in college
memories: Austria '70, P.E. Singage chick, ski trip to Eng., Joseph, modern dance, Twirling, YMCA camp, Sr. play,
G.B., Physics, Drama, P.F. 5's/80's, Tony's, campus, groceries, Literary staff, '69 Snowmobile, black, little chicken friend, secret ambition to explore Alaska.

PHILIP CHARLES CALABRO
"C.B." ambition: to succeed
memories: Band trips '69 and '71 with E.N., Teaneck game '70, 5th lunch Jr. yr., Student-Faculty Softball game, seeing a teacher trying to open his office when the lock was filled with gum. V.V. Shows '68, '69, '71, 2 yrs. with J.M.H.
secret ambition: to be a little less presumptuous

PATRICIA MARIE CALLAGHAN
"Pat" ambition: Airline Career
memories: Seaside, Dupont '70, '71, Sniffles, the visit, crying on Tues. nite, Teddy Bear's back, the sandcastle, party on the boat, L.O.G.S. with K.L. mem. day wk. ed. '71, T.D.P. stuck in the mud. Mrs. H., Tricky Dick. yr. bk., N.Y.C., Digout, Fall '68. R.O.B. prom '70, drum corps trips, the big mistake. G.S. parties, my good friends and my best friends. secret ambition: to appear in Life, Look, or Time.

DONNA MARIE CAMPANELLA
"Donna" ambition: to own my own gift shop
LOUIS JOSEPH CAMPILANGO

“Lefty” ambition to get through college memories Chemistry lab with the bubbles and the shower, Freshman lunch secret ambition to be a millionaire

PAUL CANNARELLA

“Paul” ambition to be a physical education teacher memories football with Mr. G., ’70, summer of ’71, summer of ’70 with M.P., summer of ’71, down the shore and sleeping out, New Year’s Eve at J.B.’s then with M.P., basketball at St. Bon’s secret ambition to be a Black Belt in Karate

THOMAS CARLINO

memories 1971-72 school year secret ambition it is a secret

CINDI CAROZZA

“Cam” ambition to be a secretary memories 5th period lunch with P.P. and D.G. and J.M., lit period, Steno with H.G., Garfield Cadets, Wildwood ’71, the Nationals, party at N.W., sharing secrets with C.L., the shore, going to Penns Grove, “You Want to Marry Me?” taking picture at the shore with J.G. and C.F., good times with B.E., secret ambition to travel across the country with a certain someone

NICHOLAS CASALE

ambition lawyer or doctor memories Dupont ’71, class meetings then to N.Y., Italian I, III with B.S., trip to Italy, H.R. with J.S., dances, C.K., private art classes, Peachon, Laboo, 8th period chemistry secret ambition to be President of the U.S.A. and to own all the Playboy clubs

EDWARD CASLER

“Cat” ambition Drag Racer memories the first day I met J.V. secret ambition build my own race car

JAMES A. CASTIGLIONE

“Cas” ambition to teach memories beating M.O.M. in Hist. class, three years of S., Spanish with M.F., Vermont skiing, summer of ’71, fights with C.J., taking R.A. boots on, S.K., and R.A. parties, the DUB club, dodging P.B. secret ambition to go to college and be an educated bum

PETER P. CARELLI

“Pete” ambition to be successful in life memories Spanish III, track, Eng. I, waiting for bus 39 in snow and rain, waiting in line for late pass in Main Office, shore secret ambition to experience all that never has been experienced
RITA LYNN CELESTINO  

LOUIS CERRUTTA  
“Louey” ambition computer programmer  memories Bio. I with J.R., M.R. & W.C. 2 ym Italian I with B.D., near death in the Dr. Ed. sat, bowling allies in the morning with J.R., M.R., a little J.B., V.O., and Bal- latine every Thursday night  secret ambition  Harness Racing Driver, travel the world ...

GLENN BURR CHALMERS  

NANCY CHIRICO  
ambition  to go to college and become a registered nurse  memories  M.C., Austria, Dupont ’71, 1st lunch, being friends with K.C., C.R., D.D., J.T., and N.S., Girls’ Show, Memorial Day weekend ’71, P.J. par- ties, Jr. Eng., Dec. 26, 1970, the Dupont, going to N.Y. after Sr. class meetings  secret ambition  to always be happy and be able to smile.

JOHN CIESLAK JR.  
“Butch” ambition U.S. Mar- shall memories Spanish III, Spain, summer of ’71, Pocomo Sports Camp, wrestling team, E.G. Fresh Gym, “When I was in New Guinea”, dinnin’ D. and his boys, wrestlin’ bud- dies, L.S., the “Us Guys”, Soph. 6th lunch  secret ambition  to be a ham, work for the government and make lots of money.

CARL J. CIFALDI  
“Pete” ambition policeman  memories IRWLCMAFRG  secret ambition IWTWMMFMSO

RONALD CHASE  
“Chase” ambition to be some- thing in life  memories football, Fresh wrestling, Fresh track and pole vaulting, riding with P.M. and G., going with R.D., cutting 5th Gym, simmering with J.H. and P.M., remembering the summer of ’71  secret ambition  to live forever ...
JANET LYNN CIPOLLA
"Jan" ambition clerical typist or social worker
memories 3 yrs. of 116 H.R., kids from Hawthorne, December '70 and every day after, talks with N.D., everything falling into place, J.C., C.A. and everyone else, The Mac, a surprise party, summer '71, secret ambition only my pilot knows

JAMES VINCENT CIPOLLA
"Jim" ambition electrician
secret ambition to graduate, settle down, and be happy

GEORGE B. CIPOLLITI
"Cip" ambition physician
memories Bermuda and Miami Beach trips, '63 Echo, Billiard Club, Valley Echo, Band trips with J.L., P.M., B.N., M.M., and explicitly F.K. Black Comedy and Our Town, and lunch with N.K., and N.B. under the ground of the Echo, P.D.'s secret ambition to walk among the stars

WILLIAM G. CLARK
"Willie" ambition auto mechanic
memories Auto Shop Soph. and Jr. yrs., Hist. Jr. yr., Sr. Eng. at the shore, summer of '71, summer nationals with B.P., 4th, 5th, and 6th lunch, CIE Sr. yr.
secret ambition to water ski barefoot

JAMES KEVIN CLOUGH
"Kev" ambition electrician
memories M.T., D.F., the white knight, bus times in Jr. Eng. with D.F., J.P. with much frustration with the blue movement secret ambition to play at P.V. with Blue Movement

LINDA ANN CLIFTON
"Linda" ambition dental hygienist
memories "The Chase" with D.F., J.L., and M.G., White Hoops '71, New Year's '71 with C.J. at D.F.'s, H.R. 116 Band. Florida, getting stranded all the time with J.L., D.F., and J.C., GAT and LAS, Christmas Concerts, flat tires secret ambition to get married, have kids, and be happy

JOHN A. CITUK
"Seal" ambition J.L. auto mechanic
memories shore with D.F., summer of '69 at the Drags secret ambition to reach the prime of my life

SUSAN WELLS COCHRAN
"Sue" ambition college memories college high, D.H., 12/4/70, P.D.G. 8-32 H. "with J.T. and P.J., Girls' show "Beckerly", C.H.S. prom, Jr. lunch '62 a pink mustang, M.O.M.'s times, "The Titanic" Bones and J.T. whisling, baseball, lemons, Sr. play Fish Valley secret ambition Peace Corps
KATHY LYNN CODY
“Cody”... ambition... folk singer
memories... bowling with J.T., Dupont ’71, J.V. and Varsity cheerleading, white cheering ’69-’72, summer ’70 with J.T., S.A., D.D., D.L., Men’s Day Wood with D.D., A.T., B.M., P.C., Sr. Play, wood at Beach Haven, 4th lunch with friends with J.T., N.C., D.D., C.R., Dr. Ed. with Mr. M., Fresh class V.P., Vermont trip... secret ambition... to be on the Olympic Team.

ROBERT W. COLLINS
“Bob”... ambition... child psychologist
memories... football games with J.Q., arguing with J.Q. about George, Eng. with M.K., C.P. with E.M. and R.E., travel... secret ambition... to run the 800 in ’75 Olympics.

ELIZABETH E. COLON
“Tui”... ambition... child psychologist
memories... football games with J.Q., N.B., R.C., Marching Band, adoption by M.B., ’71 Band Concert, good times with J.Q., 4th lunch with N.B. and D.A., psychology ’72, Boycott ’71, blackout, a certain someone, being Green ’69-’72... secret ambition... build a treehouse in El Yunque, Puerto Rico.

JOHN L. COLUCCI
“Boch”... ambition... gigolo
memories... suspension and office... secret ambition... to have no worries.
STEVEN CONRAD
"Bungalow Steve" ambition to do nothing and get paid for it memories party at L.S.'s, the park crew, V.C.'s stuff, horseback riding with V.C., Mr. H's quilt secret ambition to marry a rich chick

ANDREA CONALES

ALAN E. COOK
"Tic" ambition not to work memories Hr., Miss S. welding 7th per., 4th lunch secret ambition to own a Ferrari

MAUREEN FORGHELY
ambition: writer, researcher, and writer in special education field memories -"Sept. 69 freshmen, History, 11-12 Soph., Eng. 71-72, 6 mos. of Quaker, Atlantic City 71, 4 hr. rap session with Tue., writing to "Carina", being in "Runaway and Driver". 13 yrs. to B.R. and H.R. 136, the day I drove myself and lost my purse, having the tip bookkeeper 3 yrs, secret ambition to make handicapped people become just people.

PAMELA JEAN LUNEO
"Pam" ambition to graduate college memories: Princeton '70, summer at the shore with L.H. June 25, 1970, Musique and wanderlust, good times with R.S., P.Y.S.K., M.S., C.S., "Dig it on the 71" for Mr. Ly lunch, "the walk around" Club show '69 and '70, secret ambition to live as a hermit in the RIS-U Mountains.

RICHARD C. COOK
"Cookie" ambition to become a professional architect memories 7th Per. Fresh study, Soph Gym with Mr. M., Chem Jr. Yr. with C.A., Hist. Jr. Yr. with Mr. W., having a blast through all four Yrs. secret ambition to be with M.L. maybe to eternity.

VINCE CRIMONA
"Comer" Pyle U.S.M.C. musician memories

PAMELA JEAN LUNEO
"Pam" ambition to graduate college memories: Princeton '70, summer at the shore with L.H. June 25, 1970, Musique and wanderlust, good times with R.S., P.Y.S.K., M.S., C.S., "Dig it on the 71" for Mr. Ly lunch, "the walk around" Club show '69 and '70, secret ambition to live as a hermit in the RIS-U Mountains.

VINCE CRIMONA
"Comer" Pyle U.S.M.C. musician memories

ALAN E. COOK
"Tic" ambition not to work memories Hr., Miss S. welding 7th per., 4th lunch secret ambition to own a Ferrari

MAUREEN FORGHELY
ambition: writer, researcher, and writer in special education field memories: -"Sept. 69 freshmen, History, 11-12 Soph., Eng. 71-72, 6 mos. of Quaker, Atlantic City 71, 4 hr. rap session with Tue., writing to "Carina", being in "Runaway and Driver". 13 yrs. to B.R. and H.R. 136, the day I drove myself and lost my purse, having the tip bookkeeper 3 yrs, secret ambition to make handicapped people become just people.

PAMELA JEAN LUNEO
"Pam" ambition to graduate college memories: Princeton '70, summer at the shore with L.H. June 25, 1970, Musique and wanderlust, good times with R.S., P.Y.S.K., M.S., C.S., "Dig it on the 71" for Mr. Ly lunch, "the walk around" Club show '69 and '70, secret ambition to live as a hermit in the RIS-U Mountains.

RICHARD C. COOK
"Cookie" ambition to become a professional architect memories 7th Per. Fresh study, Soph Gym with Mr. M., Chem Jr. Yr. with C.A., Hist. Jr. Yr. with Mr. W., having a blast through all four Yrs. secret ambition to be with M.L. maybe to eternity.

VINCE CRIMONA
"Comer" Pyle U.S.M.C. musician memories
JUDITH DAGOSTINO
"Judy" ambition to keep peace of mind, memories Soph. and Jr. yr. football games, '71 senior prom with R.P., V.V., '71, Girls' Show '71, "Shaving cream", 7th per. Eng., Dr. Ed., summer of '71 and "Bebe". secret ambition to be able to sing.

WARREN DAMIANO
"T. Bear" ambition to go to college memories T.A.K., D.U.B., concert '69, 70, H.M., epic, double sessions, Dean, Y. Baseball, Football, summer '71, days at the shore, going out for breakfast, G.S., A.W., getting jumped, Grabby, certain people, Fresh. baseball with D.A. and J.R., Teddy Bear from K.A., Fresh. and Soph wrestling a miracle come true, nine in a row. secret ambition to do what I want, when I want to do it.

CHERYLE DAVIS
ambition hair stylist

WARREN DAMIANO
"T. Bear" ambition to go to college memories T.A.K., D.U.B., concert '69, 70, H.M., epic, double sessions, Dean, Y. Baseball, Football, summer '71, days at the shore, going out for breakfast, G.S., A.W., getting jumped, Grabby, certain people, Fresh. baseball with D.A. and J.R., Teddy Bear from K.A., Fresh. and Soph wrestling a miracle come true, nine in a row. secret ambition to do what I want, when I want to do it.

JOYCE ANN DECEGLIE

JOHN MICHAEL DELGAIZO
"John" ambition to study the sciences memories first day of English with Mr. F., grilling with Mr. B., J.S. and D.S., 6th study with M.A., F.E., A.D. and an ungetatable R.C., 2 years of Spanish with Mr. F., secret ambition to live off the land for a year in the mountains.

JOYCE ANN DECEGLIE

CHARLES DE HAAN
"Donovan" ambition to work for Bell Telephone memories a green Volvo, racing, 8th per. Electric Shop, Soph. 5th lunch and most of all spending summer with E.C. secret ambition own and drive stock cars...

JOHN MICHAEL DELGAIZO
"John" ambition to study the sciences memories first day of English with Mr. F., grilling with Mr. B., J.S. and D.S., 6th study with M.A., F.E., A.D. and an ungetatable R.C., 2 years of Spanish with Mr. F., secret ambition to live off the land for a year in the mountains.

GHISLAINE DE MESSINE
"Ghis" ambition to become an efficient secretary memories parties at J.D.'s house, Soph. French class, Valley Varieties, good times with the kids of Alpha Chi Omega, J.D., L.B., M.F., and D.I. Sept. '71, 6th lunch Sr. Yr., working at Topp's and meeting everyone secret ambition to travel around the world and meet all kinds of people.
MICHELE DEMKOWICZ

"Shelly" ambition: a successful secretary and a fashion model
dance, 4 hrs. on the phone with A.M., playing cards at Willowbrook with B.K., Yar-
dley's Fountain, the cemetery, Aug. 15, '71, a certain Camaro, my car, feeling around with B.M. (apple wine), J.A. and all his quotes, June 4, '71, a certain Firebird, riding bikes to Toowoona with A.L., H.O., and L.D., important talks with A.L.
secret ambition: to forget all my troubles and live all my dreams.

GARY DE PAOLERA

ambition: dental technician
memories: R.C., sleeping in school, the Park, summer of '71, 6th lunch Jr.
Yr., chasing P.S. in W, getting sick at L.L.'s party, living, fighting with R.C., but being happy
secret ambition: to ride to California on a bike.

MICHAEI. DE PATRIA

"Mike" ambition: professional musician
memories: Harrison Concert, good times with P.C., M.F., K.V.H., B.L., D.F., J.G., B.E., M.J.,
playing with We the Living, Milk Barn, the field, the store, L.V.H.'s house, the shore, 6th lunch with D.M., G.L., F.V.,
and 4th lunch with L.V.H., J.B., F.F., and P.F.
secret ambition: to cut Lee Michaels...

MARK DEUSCH

"Mark" ambition: to become a doctor
memories: good and bad times with M.Z., great times with B.B. at the pool, soccer and freshman math
secret ambition: to become a naturalist, and get out of the city.

GARY DE YOUNG

"Giz, Shadow 7" ambition: IBM computer trouble-shooter
memories: V.P. in Bear Mountain in the sum-
mmer, Woodstock, R.W., P.M., C.H.,
C.M., J.M., C.C., I.C., V.G., J.E., the C.B., repairing and fixing radios, rigs etc., working in Great Eastern, Rta.
communications, A&P, Totowa Drive-
in, Shop-rite, fishing, camping, and seeing old friends in Bear Mountain, the bands, school, drums, complex 7, old
records, old times...
secret ambition: college for electronics.

MICHAEL DE PATRIA

"Mike" ambition: professional musician
memories: Harrison Concert, good times with P.C., M.F., K.V.H., B.L., D.F., J.G., B.E., M.J.,
playing with We the Living, Milk Barn, the field, the store, L.V.H.'s house, the shore, 6th lunch with D.M., G.L., F.V.,
and 4th lunch with L.V.H., J.B., F.F., and P.F.
secret ambition: to cut Lee Michaels...

GARY DE YOUNG

"Giz, Shadow 7" ambition: IBM computer trouble-shooter
memories: V.P. in Bear Mountain in the sum-
mmer, Woodstock, R.W., P.M., C.H.,
C.M., J.M., C.C., I.C., V.G., J.E., the C.B., repairing and fixing radios, rigs etc., working in Great Eastern, Rta.
communications, A&P, Totowa Drive-
in, Shop-rite, fishing, camping, and seeing old friends in Bear Mountain, the bands, school, drums, complex 7, old
records, old times...
secret ambition: college for electronics.

PATRICIA ANN D'ETTORRE

"Pat" ambition: to work with retarded children
memories: Fresh year, meeting people, two years bowling with D.V.M. and F.M., study
'71, Wildwood with D.V.M., Dr. Ed.
with Mr. M., Jr. Eng. Prom, shore with
P.F.
secret ambition: to see the whole world smile...

ROBERT JOHN DE VITO

"Bob" ambition: to work with Public Service
memories: Soph. trip Bermuda,room 241, Mami, "The Party's Over"
Wildwood '70, Skow, "Leroy Lounge", "Good Times I.D. collar, Fr.
baseball, Sunday afternoon games.
"PATTON" Secret ambition: to own a south pole igloo.
ROBERT DE YOUNG
"Bob" ambition - F.B.I. agent
memories - Fresh football with Mr. R., Deb Club Parties, Soph. basketball with Mr. R., Dr. Ed. with Mr. B.
History with Mr. M., English with Mr. F.
secret ambition - to play center for the Boston Celtics.

JAMES DHUYVETTER
"Duke" ambition - science
secret ambition - to become a millionaire and die of old age.

JOYCE DI BRIGIDA
"Happy" ambition - Italian major
memories - golfball with G.G., cherries with P.H., R.M., Italian for 4 yrs, Hist. Jr. yr., Dr. Ed. with R.L.,
Gess Soph yr., Gap concert, May 14, Mr. B's, OK's, intersection mobs.
secret ambition - to have the power to snap my fingers and make people who annoy me disappear.

VLADIMIR DICHENSKY
"Walter" ambition - to live a rewarding life
memories - back home, mom, an apple pie, the friends of our side and theirs, a special smile, the handful of faculty and the members of the class of '72, memories are still yet to be made.
secret ambition - to find all that I'm looking for...
SALVATORE DI COLA

"Sal" ambition: College memory: [Fill in]

memories: [Fill in]

Salvatore "Sal" Ambition: College memory: [Fill in]

SUSAN-DIERDORF

"Greta Groovey", ambition: theatre, memories: [Fill in]

Michael Anthony

"D" ambition: to have my own chopper memories: Soph. 6th lunch, "Hey Claud", catching heavy "Z" at the mountain with M.N., 4 years with the Dean, 6 Mustang 5th lunch with P.H., speeding good reasons at the mall, crack on the bus to Ridge-wood, "C & B" and "I'm so glad", "What's happenin' in?" secret ambition leather sleeves...

JAMES F. DIEHL

"Jim" ambition: Engineer memories: [Fill in]

Robert Dipsey

"Dips" ambition: to be a good hair dresser memories: the lounge, coiffing on L.L. and the gear heads, the shore with D.G., J.H. J.S., one night at the Lounge Lot with J.R., J.N., taking rides with T.C., S.M. The shore with J.L. at West's with R.C., L.L., J.L., J.S., D.G., L.M., some others, in a brown nomad with D.W. and the guys, in J.N.'s green '53 Chevy one night. 1.1, R.F. and A.D. secret ambition: to own a new car and own hair shop, men's and women's.

MICHAEL ANTHONY

"D" ambition: to have my own chopper memories: Soph. 6th lunch, "Hey Claud", catching heavy "Z" at the mountain with M.N., 4 years with the Dean, 6 Mustang 5th lunch with P.H., speeding good reasons at the mall, crack on the bus to Ridge-wood, "C & B" and "I'm so glad", "What's happenin' in?" secret ambition leather sleeves...

DISALVO

"D" ambition: to have my own chopper memories: Soph. 6th lunch, "Hey Claud", catching heavy "Z" at the mountain with M.N., 4 years with the Dean, 6 Mustang 5th lunch with P.H., speeding good reasons at the mall, crack on the bus to Ridge-wood, "C & B" and "I'm so glad", "What's happenin' in?" secret ambition leather sleeves...

JOHN R. DISIMINO

"Dezi Guadu" ambition: teach memories: riding around in G.K.'s all American Opel, swimming at Orteley Beach at 3:30 a.m. with B.E., S.R., J.A., & B.S., 5 days in Wildwood with J.L., M.C., R.B., F.V., & the inter... secret ambition walk to Istanbul with a kitchen sink...

JOE DOPERAK

"Rat" ambition: to be rich secret ambition: it's a secret.

ROBERT DIPSEY

"Dips" ambition: to be a good hair dresser memories: the lounge, coiffing on L.L. and the gear heads, the shore with D.G., J.H. J.S., one night at the Lounge Lot with J.R., J.N., taking rides with T.C., S.M. The shore with J.L. at West's with R.C., L.L., J.L., J.S., D.G., L.M., some others, in a brown nomad with D.W. and the guys, in J.N.'s green '53 Chevy one night. 1.1, R.F. and A.D. secret ambition: to own a new car and own hair shop, men's and women's.

THERESA DONEGAN

"Terry" ambition: College memory: [Fill in]

memories: [Fill in]

Theresa Donegan

"Terry" ambition: College memory: [Fill in]

memories: [Fill in]
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MICHAEL DOREN
...ambition to graduate R.C.A. electronics...memories falling asleep in study for two periods and getting a cut for it, leaving B's alg. class in fresh yr., cutting school and going down to the shore...secret ambition...to become the world's greatest cycle rider.

SUSAN L. DOW
"Sue" ambition...to be a secretary...memories...summer '71 with M.C. & R.R., memories with M.C. '70 & '71 with T.R., Seaside with K.M.C., lunch 4th with L.R., R.R., N.D., M.B., K.M.C., R.V.G., V.G., G.H., and M.C. "Sherry" ambition...to be successful in what I do, memories...Fla. '71, Boston '71, Mass. '71, Texas '71, and Canada '71...secret ambition...marry M.R. and live happily ever after.

NANCY ANN DROSKY
...ambition to be successful and content...memories...a 53, August 10, 1970, down the shore with E.G., hanging with M.B., C.A., and S.S. Calico Kitchens, all the years past with E.G...secret ambition...to swim in the Yardley Fountain with E.G..

ANN DUFFY
"Nippy" ambition...to study the arts...memories...going to G.S. with N.P., having party with M.B., L.L., R.R., C.A., N.P., going to Totowa with N.D., C.A., M.B., my 3 lunch in Sr. yr., cutting Jr. and Sr. yr. with R.R., L.L., M.B., C.A., having good times over L.L.'s house, and throwing fire crackers at L.L. summer of '70 at my house with L.L., R.R., M.B., S.D., N.P...secret ambition...bumming around.

MICHELE DUCCESCHI
"Shell" ambition...to be successful in what I do...memories...Fla. '71, Boston '71, Mass. '71, Texas '71, and Canada '71...secret ambition...marry M.R. and live happily ever after.

JOE DULSKI
...ambition...heavy equipment operator...memories...metal shop Jr. yr., lunch Jr. yr....

EDITH JANE DURKIN
"Jane" ambition...college memories...Sophomore day, summer '69, Sophomore English, lunch 69-72, summer '71, Seaside Htg., Girls' Show 70-72, P.S.D. & Co, Freshman study...secret ambition...to get a decent tan.

DENISE DUVA
"Flipper" ambition...buyer...memories...Seaside Park '70 with S.A., K.C., D.L., M.S., J.T., learning to drive, good times with C.R., J.T., R.C., N.C., Fourth of July '71, Austria, ski trips Sept. 3 & 4 '71, parties...secret ambition...to never have to do anything I don't want to...
BRUCE ECKROTE

ambition: "Rote" ambition accounting memories: S.F. & D.E., orange drink fight. DUB Club, election's '71, Tony's, Rich's party, weekends at the shore. '61 Fury, ace driving with B.S., R.H., S.D., 3rd per. & 5th lunch Jr. yr., my hat in S.B.'s pool secret ambition: to be a general in the U.S. (during peace)...

MARY LOU ELLIOTT

ambition: to be an Indian memories: Moons, Apple Pie, summer '70-'71, goin' to the country with friends, going out in rain sled, or snow for a cig., the park, wine, wine, wine, saah, saah.

secret ambition: to start my own Indian tribe.

CARL ERNST

ambition: accountant memories: bonfire, A.M., seaside, spring of '71, Mr. Surley's and the station...

CHARLIE ELSEA

ambition: U.S. Army memories: Mr. S.'s 3rd per. Engineering, D.'s house for coffee, D.T., N.S., A.S., E.S., Jr. Yr. Wrestling secret ambition: to own and drive a Rail...

BRUCE ECKROTE

ambition: "Rote" ambition accounting memories: S.F. & D.E., orange drink fight. DUB Club, election's '71, Tony's, Rich's party, weekends at the shore. '61 Fury, ace driving with B.S., R.H., S.D., 3rd per. & 5th lunch Jr. yr., my hat in S.B.'s pool secret ambition: to be a general in the U.S. (during peace)...

MARY LOU ELLIOTT

ambition: to be an Indian memories: Moons, Apple Pie, summer '70-'71, goin' to the country with friends, going out in rain sled, or snow for a cig., the park, wine, wine, wine, saah, saah.

secret ambition: to start my own Indian tribe.

NANCY ERIKSON

ambition: accountant memories: Mr. S.'s 3rd per. Engineering, D.'s house for coffee, D.T., N.S., A.S., E.S., Jr. Yr. Wrestling secret ambition: to own and drive a Rail...

EDWARD E. ENGELHARDT

"Ed" ambition to succeed in what ever I do memories: Jr. 5th lunch, Biology I, Crafts I, 8th study...

DEBRAUANN ESPOSITO

ambition: accountant memories: kindergarten teacher, memories: Soph. Court, 13 yrs. with M.D., E.K., talks with K.H., summer '70, P.J., and G.P. '70, P.J. parties with all the main girls, Senior '70 and "The Foolish Head, Edie", the great Sophs. '70, Mrs. Orley '71 with K.H., going to A.P. Learn the Car, Sunrise Tribe, the rock on J.F., Sept. '71 at J.F. Magick '71, people I'll never forget, great times with everyone secret ambition: to relive all the happy moments of my life over again.
ROBERT DAY
"Bob"ski/jr
years of Choir, Dan' Track, no 1 Warwick summers of Boy* State,
to become a dramatic actor and
in a Broadway musical...

ROBERT R. EVANS
"Nick" ambition... go to college then become rich memories...
Fresh football, German 1,2,3, Eng. Drawing, S.D.I.C.A.S.L. secret ambition... fly my own jet plane...

THOMAS M. FAHY
ambition... to be a member of the W.P. Police Department memories...
running out of school to fight fires in West Paterson with R.D. and J.S. Jr., 70 to '72 secret ambition... to fight forest fires in California.

THOMAS H. FANSLAU
"Tom and Turtle"... ambition...
Navy... memories... Sunday nights at the A. and P., getting killed by the C. family, fishing at Cranberry Lake with M.K., fights with K.M., good times with A.B. and S.M., stumps, dr. Getlio
tion with F.G. secret ambition... to be manager of the A. and P.
JAMES JOHN FARRELL  
“Fogals” ambition to be remembered. 
memories Austria ’70 and ’71. Vermont ’71, Prom ’71, DUB club, ski club.

CANDICE FAZIO  
“Fat” ambition art teacher. 

ANGELA FEDERICA  
“Ang” ambition, up and up. 
memories Hanging around with D.H. at D.D., concerts. Latium, G.L. in a certain Yet, Cross, in R.C.’s van, the time we arrived in L.M.’s car, seaside with W.S. and B.F. and I.F., a green bike, N.Y.C. with A.S. with Study White Horse 538 all in code setting it all in code. 

KATHY ELIZABETH  
“Kathy” ambition. 

MARILYN FINDLAY  
“Mar” ambition to get the most out of life. 
memories summer ’71, Exercises ’70-72, Comm. Head, Spanish 8th per., ’71 with a special friend, having fun and driving around with B.B., B.B., P.G., L.H., J.K., K.L., hectic times at the locker, early a.m. hours with K.L., A.W.’s at night, peek-a-boo, garbage cans, bushes, etc. at B.B. and S.B.’s parties, sitting on the floor of B.B.’s car, Tope Gigio secret ambition to be less gullible and to relive all my high school days without the troubles.

BLASE FIORENZO  
“Blase” ambition to be successful. 
memories Fresh, Soph., Jr. and Sr. Yes, all the confusing Math classes. Chem. secret ambition to be able to do Math.

PATRICIA FEENEY  
“Pat” ambition designer. 

CARMINE J. FESTA  
“Carm” ambition to be successful. 
memories Football, the boys.

Marilyn Findlay
MARIA TERESA FIORY  
ambition: to open my own boutique  
memories: Freshman, Sophomore, Senior,  
Favorite memories: Prom '70, Debutante, Accounting I  
with Mr. S., best friends with D.J. since fourth grade, a drummer in "We the Living"  
all the "For Men Only" guys, Joker and T.G.'s, Wed. June 30, 1971, fun in Italy with S.S., Shaggle, great times working on cars with T.C., everyone at Pants Place especially Thumper, turning 17 in May of my Sr. Yr. secret ambition: to make a certain someone very happy.

VINCENT FLEISCHMANN  
"Vincenze" ambition: to be a millionaire  
memories: painting my brick walls in Wood Shop  
secret ambition: to be a millionaire  
almost running over one of the gym teachers.

MARY ELLEN FLYNN  
ambition: medical technologist  
memories: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior  
Favorite memories: Girls' Show '69, summer of '69, Dr. Ed., night basketball games  
secret ambition: to live in Australia

COLLEEN FORBES  
"Col" ambition: medical technologist  
memories: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior  

PATRICIA FLYNN  
"Pat" ambition: to become a registered nurse  
memories: 5th lunch with C.C., Sophomore, 6th lunch with D.G., Sophomore, Gym with C.C., The Garfield Cadets, Wildwood '71, Senior lunch with D.G., C.C., and H.G., Masque and Sandal Play '71  
secret ambition: to move to Greenwich Village and go on welfare.

DONNA MARIE FORTE  
ambition: elementary education teacher  
memories: Senior, Junior, Sophomore, 101670, the chase with L.C., M.G., and J.L., my 17th birthday, summer of '71  
Favorite memories: happy times with J.C., D.C., 6th lunch three years, long talks with G.S., all the kids I've met at Valley  
secret ambition: to be happy.

RUTH FRANKLIN  
"Ruth" ambition: college student  
memories: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, American Legion Baseball  
secret ambition: to be happy.

GUSTAVO FRAGA  
"Tavi" ambition: college student  
memories: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, Senior, American Legion Baseball  
secret ambition: to own McSorley's.

ROBERT FRANCIS  
"Bob" ambition: college student  
memories: Sophomore, Junior, Senior, American Legion Baseball  
secret ambition: to own McSorley's.
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ANTHONY WILLIAM FRANZINI
“Tony” ambition accountant memories: cross country, baseball, Fresh and Jr. Algebra, Soph. Gym, Uncle Tom’s Pop Talks, Wayne Valley ’70, Fresh Day, Dr. Ed. with J.L., four years at PV, and a certain someone secret ambition... to live the life of Reilly, who ever he is.

MARK FRASCO ambition: civil engineer memories: Jr. Chem. Lab with J.D., M.V., P.V., S.S. Bible class, R.L. Fresh gym class secret ambition... to travel the U.S.


WALTER GALACKI ambition: marine biologist memories: M.A., J.S., the one that got away, bonfire ’70, Dupont ’71, Sulf- fantas, Al’s, Mr. Silver’s, Mr. R’s show- er, Physics, checker games in Alg. II with T.C.T., the rock secret ambition... to own a brewery in Hawaii.

DENISE GALLO “Buns of Fun” ambition: key punch operator memories: Fresh lunch with C.E., M.D., E.P., Stan with C.C. and P.F., Gym with L.H. and E.P., Garfield Cadets with C.C., G.L., M.D., J.M., P.L., etc., lunch with E.P. and T.G. secret ambition... to run away and see the world.


JOSEPH G. FRUCCI

WALTER GALACKI ambition: marine biologist memories: M.A., J.S., the one that got away, bonfire ’70, Dupont ’71, Sulf- fantas, Al’s, Mr. Silver’s, Mr. R’s show- er, Physics, checker games in Alg. II with T.C.T., the rock secret ambition... to own a brewery in Hawaii.

DENISE GALLO “Buns of Fun” ambition: key punch operator memories: Fresh lunch with C.E., M.D., E.P., Stan with C.C. and P.F., Gym with L.H. and E.P., Garfield Cadets with C.C., G.L., M.D., J.M., P.L., etc., lunch with E.P. and T.G. secret ambition... to run away and see the world.


MAUREEN FRIEND ambition: college memories: Camp Lanaga, summer ’69-’71, Meyer Brothers, Three Dog Night, Mar. 4th with E.B., prom at, ‘Nova, drive with E.B., C.G., P.M., the shore with E.B., C.P., M.S., sleeping out with J.G., L.G., 6th lunch with S.B., A.M., Speech, Biology Jr. Yr., Dr. Ed., White Marching ’70, ’71, friends at PV, Sr. play work, Valley Green Li. Staff secret ambition... to see everyone enjoy life to their fullest.

LUCILLE GATTA ambition: music major memories: band, early morning prac- tices, band camp, Patux, trying to get to Bar Bump following A.F. Fia. band trip, 242, M.M., X’S, or like C.A.’s, Latin III, Pa. with M.M., Wax Mu- seum. “Give me a break” secret ambition... to work towards peace and enjoyment throughout.
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LESLEY GALLO
"Lel" ambition legal secretary memories Greenwood Lake with D.V., good times with L.R., C.M., L.D., F.V., down the shore with L.R., F.V., Diary, New York City, R.B., secret ambition to live in a glass house on my own private island.

THOMAS GALLO
"Tom Gal" ambition chemist memories Geometry Soph. Yr., Drum Corps, driving teachers crazy in my own way, Chem. 7th per., Chem. II 1st per., secret ambition to be a rich bomb and free loading playboy.

PAULA A. GALORENZO

GAIL GAMHALL
ambition nursing memories freshman day, Mrs. T's 1st period history class, fourth lunch for the past three years, driver ed. fourth quarter, summer of '71 with J.D. and our picnic in Garfield, Wildwood & the board secret ambition to be the first girl enrolled in West Point...
CAROL ANN GANNITELLO
"Carol" ambition to be a medical tech. memories 6th lunch with R.L., L.G., Gabriel, Lance-a-Licato, Italy with Simonetti, 7th, Literary Staff, senior play, soph. H.R. with R.B., M.F., and E.B., J.O.N., L.G. dr. ed. with Mr. R. and P.M. secret ambition to spend a summer in Italy.


KENNETH GARRISON "Key" ambition architect memories 6th per. lunch p. year, 4 years c.c., 4 years track, arch. drawing, 1st per., '70-'71, '71-'72, year fresh eng. class, soph. geometry and history, soph. French II, Uncle "Tom", football games secret ambition pro. ball player ...

MADELINE GENNARO "Mad" ambition to win the race memories those 40 minutes with Berta, Red Witch, N.Y.C., Camaro — 396, Steak & Brew, Royal Arms, Robin Hood Inn, the "brook", being best of friends with B.M. ... secret ambition to establish a "Summerhill" for New Jersey.

JOYCE GATTI memories summer '69, '70, '71, good times, bad times with P.T., good friends like S.H. & D.M., troubles with G.G.

HELEN GEOGHEGAN ... ambition go into the field of art memories Soph. English with M.P., talking with M.P., March 15 & July 4, 1970, Wildwood '70, '71, working with S.M., Fresh, SGA Rep., Proms night '69, '70, Easter '70, Bermuda '69 secret ambition to smile through all worries & troubles.

JOHN A. GEORGE "John" ambition law enforcement memories 4 yrs. worth of food from thecaf., traveling to Houston, Tex. with Corps, Sr. yr. — "the Machogos", Color Guard season, secret ambition getting away with everything, getting caught with nothing.

PATRICIA M. GIANNINI "Pat" ambition computer programmer memories summer of '69, Eng. III with Mrs. H. 6th lunch Jr. yr., Jr. Gym with M.B. Gala Show, Dr. Ed., and summer of '71 secret ambition to be an undercover agent.
TOBY WILLIAM GIARDIELLO
"Toby" ambition college memories Mr. B's Chem 1, water fights, summer of '70, Mountain Concert, 5th lunch Soph. year with B.L., J.B., B.H., a cute little blonde, Mom's 1 period Hist., a blue and yellow yo-yo secret ambition to have a secret ambition

NANCY GOLUBESKI
"Nancy Golubeski" nurse ambition memories: Mraones Mr. B.'s Chem. I, water fights, summer of '70, Mountain Concert. 5th lunch Soph. year with B.L., J.B., B.H., a cute little blonde. Moras 1 period Hist., a blue and yellow yo-yo secret ambition to have a secret ambition

ELAINE GOOMIC
"Goobic" ambition teaching memories Jr. Yr. Girls' Show, Modern Dance, Comm. Head, Cheer- ing, T.W., basketball tournaments, Pizza Pa, trips to Fla., coffee with N.B., being champs, 6th per. Eng., the 8 guys, the "Bash", Memorial Weekend '70, summer of '71, the Gac, the shore, and many wild weekends, the "R" club, D.B., N.K., AND B.B., the Toys Akron secret ambition to travel around the U.S. in a jeep...

WENDY CLAIR GORAB

JOANNE L. GOODFORD
"Jo" ambition accountant of a psychologist memories: the bike, A.C.S., R.P.M., riding by myself in the rain, A.C.S. teaching me to ride on the bike, riding, fighting with D.D.S., summer of '70 and '70, the first spill on the bike secret ambition to own a huge chopper and ride it well

CYNTHIA L. GOURLEY

GERALDINE GOURLEY
"Gourley" ambition actor memories: summer stock at the Great Mill, Gourley Dead Concerts, J.M., the Nance owed my flower, truckin' with the Union jobs, skinny-dipping at Tristie Falls, puffin', J.M.

JOANN GRANATA
"Joann" ambition typing with Mrs. Koiz, good & crazy times with M.N., P.W., R.M., E.S., T.W., C.B., Wayne's, Driver's Ed., working at Klaim's with M.N. and P.W., 5th lunch for 3 yrs., and meeting all the people I've not...
DOUGLAS WESTCOTT


FRANCES GREEN


BONNIE-LOUISE HACKES


MIKE GROSKI

“Mike” ambition: Become a foreman. memories. Junior lunch period, getting out of O.M. home- room all the time. All 4 years in gym. 2nd period English Junior year. Secret ambition: have money.

ELIZABETH HAGEN


ROBIN ELA HAGEDSERTY


DOLORES P. HALAT

“Dee” ambition: secretary. memories. Fresh yr., Dr. Ed. Masque and Bandal, shower ’71. All the good times with P.A., A.R., C.O., H.M., E.Z., a certain place, getting lost. Secret ambition: to take a long trip and do so please.
ROSS HANNAN
"Ross" ambition lawyer
memories wrestling matches, stair-
way "F". Feb. 7, 1970, sophomore Latin
with C.H. & K.K., library with A.P.,
Senior study, 5th lunch with A.P. Ju-
nior & Senior year
secret ambition to keep it a secret

LYNN DIANE HANSEN
ambition to keep it a secret
memories Bermuda & Ela, off the Band,
March 5, 1977 - the night of the stuck
roof, the "rock in the curb", early
morning practice, M.G.T. Gang, sum-
er of '71, winter season, title head,
green basketball teams '71, '72, Girl's
Show, A.W. Jr. 211 January 28, 1971,
the seeds with K.F. 210, E.C. F.P.
with R.H., J.T. had the handbook bur-
ried out in the yard. Pakistan with K.F.
secret ambition to peer inward and
see soul to peer outward and see
hope...

JOAN HAROLDSON
"Joni" ambition to go to Australia
memories the top party, S.Y.'s party, 2
good years with S.Y. A.P., falling
off Flinks with R.H., senior weekends
with I.Z. & D.T., Xmas New Years
& plastic bag banquet. B.C.H.C. & I.Z.,
Memorial weekend at Vernon Steps,
skimmydipper with H.D., angle-dating
with J.S., Alpha Golf at Richard Fun
House, rainy days with C.M. & I.Z.
Joni Haroldson go to Australia

JUDITH HARTKOPF
"Judy" ambition dance major
memories S.M. and the gang,
Bus 12, W.F. & girl, Malibu Beach,
Band, 2 yrs. with M.C., parking meters
at Scatola, "Bass" 21 Ed. with Mr.
P., only Bd. 211, Yeti's, C.B.H. &
212 secret ambition to play in a
famous orchestra.
ANTHONY JOHN J.


ROBERT HAYES

"Bob" memories - football with the Dean, DUB Club skiing, Vermont trip, surfing with the gill, parties, running in rain with P.H. and C.J. organizing rad. boycott, M.V. house, Ace Driving with M.K. and K.S. Rich's, and chevy model. secret ambition to have the great American fall for a week.

JILL HEALY

... ambition to grow memories Sunrise, this morning ... secret ambition to plant

DAVID HELLEGER

"Dave" memories - college in Pennsylvania. memories - forming groups with M.A. Joe Castle, Spanish III. Easter vacation in Spain, Full concert in Woodstock, a very special summer vacation. "T" with a pretty little doll, K.M. secret ambition to have a group that will stay together long enough to get married.

PATRICIA J. HEMSEY

"Pat" memories - special ed. teacher memories Soph. Court, Senior Prom '71. Sophomore 71, Soph. class act. Christmas Eve '70 with M.D., Murray '72 with B.H. C.J., and J.F. chaperone. Mountain concert, the "86" dance '70, home '70-'71. Girls Show, April Fool's with M.D., 5th lunch junior 71. M.D. secret ambition to find true love and happiness.

RICHARD HEINZ

"Rich" memories - lawyer memories ski club, all the people I have ever met or seen. T.M. secret ambition to live with one woman I love alone in a forest.

CHARLES HEMSEY


THOMAS HENDERSON

"Tom" memories - to travel for the rest of my life memories freshman lunch with everyone, giving Mrs. D. a heart attack in junior year, cutting two months and never getting caught by Mr. E. secret ambition to travel to Australia with K.K.
JANICE HENRY
"Jan" ambition recreational therapist memories shore. Girls Show, summer of '71. Dr. Ed. Doughnuts, good times with J.H., July 6th, 7th study soph yr. riding around with G.B., K.B., and J.H. secret ambition to own a St. Bernard and to live in a world of happiness.

EILEEN MARY HEYN

KATHY HILTON
... ambition college memories Soph. yr., summer of '70. D.Q., Girls' Show, Committee Head with N.K., Texas, Jr. and Sr. yrs., VI. '71, broken ankle, New Year's Eve '71, summer of '71 on 9th St. with D.E., Lenny Lemans, A.W. with the Gang, R.A.'s cellar, p.j. parties, fun and long talks with C.K. and D.E., getting in trouble with M.B., great times with G.S. secret ambition... mother of twins...

PAUL E. HOLZACH
... ambition hotel manager... memories ski club trips to Vermont, summers with S.S., Hunter Mt., Jr. yr...

JAMES HIN
"Jim" ambition... to make a lot of money without doing any work... memories the bridge from Seaside to Toms River with J.R., M.R., and M.B., the lake, Sunday football games, going out with J.R. and K.P. at the same time, the shore with J.H., M.R., and M.B. secret ambition... to play for the Dallas Cowboys...

PAUL PETER HONCHARIUK
... ambition... doctor... memories Fresh Eng., Gen. Science, Trask, De-Ped Eng., Jr. yr., Cham., German Block, football '70, V.V., raid at Whitehall, Ad., with Tricky Dick, deep ambition... to break Mr. K.'s must on him...

GRACE ANN HOMWEY
... ambition... to be successful in the field of beauty culture... memories Prom Eng., Jr. Eng., trip to Atlantic City '70, fun with J.F., J.C., J.M., M.F., going with P.S., since '69, ice skating with P.S., good times at Shop-Rite with J.H., V.S., P.M., L.W., and R.J. secret ambition... to marry P.S. and be happy...

JANIS HOUGH
"Jan" ambition physical therapist memories H.R. 214, Soph. 5th lunch. 7th Study, Dr. Ed. Girls' Show, summers of '69, '70, '71, driving around with J.H., G.B., K.B., "doughnuts". O.G. on Sunday, July 4 & 21, K.B. and L.C. secret ambition to sit on top of the moon with my feet dangling below...
PATRICIA JOYCE HRONICH

"Pat" ambition nurse memories Mr. W. H., Mr. W. H. Homer and Mr. W. "Zeaida's" class with C.J., the "water pistol". Going to Heaven "with A.K., Season '60, '61, '62, '63, '64. locks at A.K., finding the big red balloon, the gym suit, the park with D.C., the Chas, the "cow", always being in trouble, soccer games. D.C., A.K., R.E., G.T., B.C., P.M., R.Y., C.J., J.L., J.C., M.P. secret ambition to find the meaning of life.

WENDY HUMMEL

ambition nursery school teacher memories all the yrs. with J.H., thinking of M.C., summer of '70 with N.P. guys, lunch with D.S., walking with K.L. and F.G. Sr. Play, Jr. Eng., skiing with R.C. P.C. dance, J.E. deluxe, and friends secret ambition to learn how to keep smiling.

GAYLA DAWN IANDOLI

ambition fashion designer memories Bermuda with S.O. and D.T., Art classes, K.'s mural, H.H. with E.H., the shore, Girl's Show, 1st prize, hanging around with M.S., T.T., S.P., R.P., L.J., and J.D., good times with R.R. secret ambition to live alone in the world.

LUCILLE MARIE IDAROLA

"Lee" ambition English teacher memories 6th study, '58 prom '60, shore '60, good times with P.R. & F.Y., times at R.C.A., hanging with the band, talks in the car 6th lunch '60, Dec. 3, '60, crying with P.R., fights with F.V., 3 happy years with M.C., Girl's Show, Pleasant, M.I., G.D., secret ambition have a happy life with a certain someone.

DEBRA ANN IVENS

"Debbie" ambition to be successful in the fashion world memories summer of '68 with the Great Notch kids, trip at the Lake '70 to '71 with G.J. K.L. K.L., L.T. M., etc., and that certain clique, P.A., Atlantic City '70 with D.E. group, Fun times with M.F., the group from the alleys, K.K., N.'s, R.E., F.L., Milk, Nov. '70 with G.I. & S.O., O.B.H.H., (B.B.B.), twin club secret ambition to tour the world, to live alone in the world, and be happily married.

EDWARD J. HYLAND

"Nugga head" ambition to be always right until proven wrong memories summer of '71 at Seaside Hts. with R.C., the 25 girls we left down there to rot without us, my car accident, my first ride in an ambulance, listening to Emerson, Lake, & Palmer secret ambition to tour the world.

JAMES IANNELLI

"Jim" ambition run my own business memories DECCA, Class of '72, Mechanical Drawing class 2nd per. '70-'71, summer of '71, 7th Per. study hall secret ambition to travel around the world.

LAURENCE HRUSKA

"Hondo" ambition music teacher memories early morning Band practices, never missing a football game, putting Fresh in the bus racks, Baseball game with "Ralph K.", trip to Fla., 8 kids to a room, midnight visitor secret ambition to conduct an orchestra.
DEBORAH A. JACQUIN

LAURA MARIE JANSEN
ambition—Elementary School teacher. Memories. Great times with the gang, long talks with S.P., bike riding in the rain with Ceg, Golf Show '70, '71, summer '71 with Ceg, A.D., S.J., J.W., J.R., B.L., J.L., and the gang, Chuck Club, dinner at my house with friends, 6 a.m. flood, always late for Spanish with M.F., J.C., R.W. secret ambition... sell balloons in Disneyland.

KAREN JARMAKOWICZ
ambition—memories. Torrance '70, the boy in the band, track with B.R., Max, P.J., French "back", with R.S. Jr. B.B. '71. Swimming out with D.R., times with Cig and Chuck, ice skating in the winter—secret ambition to do everything I want to do.

CHARLES JAWORSKI
"Chuck" ambition to graduate from R.C.A. Institute. Memories. Fresh baseball team, H.R. '71, working in Great Eastern, summer of '68, Shop Math, Jr. Cadillion with A.L., Bird's party, hanging with the gang, the 4 Singer, fun with A.L., G.A., L.C., New Year's of '71. secret ambition to drive my M.G. through the halls of PV.
SUSAN F. JAWORSKI

"Sue" ambition college memories summer with J.C., concerts with T.D., the park, knowing W.D., planning with J.F., those strange things with K.Y., Puerto Rico '71.

secret ambition produce a creature feature

ANN JERNACK

ambition medicine memories senior, fall senior, the 4th lunch, H.B. & T. fast, twirling, bowling with M.P., D.D. party, overnights at R.P.'s, 4th lunch, the Dean, Soph. Chas. Goal Show, good times with D.D., and G.P., P.C., R.M.'s parties, long walks with M.J., the park, the 5th lunch, 4th lunch, the 7th lunch, 3rd lunch, the 8th lunch.

secret ambition to be a singer

CATHY JOHNSON

"Johnson" ambition airline stewardess memories Girls Show, cheering, prom, 7th chem. fights with J.C., the pig at A.H., T.P., Vermont, sea pass and peanut butter, getting Committee Head, field trip with G.C., laughing and crying with J.P., the shoe with T.P., and G.T. and L.R., Bermuda, the jellyfish secret ambition to eat and eat and eat and never get fat.

JEAN KAMENETZ

"Jeannie" ambition sociology college memories 2 yr. H.R., 21st, Cream Pops '71 with C.M., SGA election, Girl's Night Eve. '71, long talks over the phone with C.K., being comm. Head. G.C.L. chem., G.C.L. basketball tournament, Girls Show, 5th lunch, T.J.'s party, Latin, Fun and friendship with M.D., M.F., and "the gang"

secret ambition to forget all my troubles and live all my dreams

KATHLEEN KERWIN

"Kathy" ambition sociologist memories night walks, sunsets, camping trips, meeting people, 6th lunch soph. yr. the drug store, H.O.'s yellow bike, R.R. for drivers and the big accident, 8th phys. ed. yr. K.C.'s marriage to L.C., J.H.'s trip to Calif., more sunsets and my imagination, walks in the rain secret ambition to join a gypsy caravan

DEBRA KIDD

"Debbie" ambition legal secretary memories Jr. lunch with N.S., F.P., J.M.G. and K.B., down the shore with D.P., four months, four years, Dec. 18, a white corvair, a green falcon, a rained out picnic secret ambition to be in the right place at the right time.

CINDY ELLEN KAILO

"Cindy" ambition fashion coordinator memories p.j. parties, acting crazy with D.E., and K.H., New Years Eve. '71, the "chaos". 13 yrs. of friendship with D.E., Girls Show, A.W., D.A., Committee Head, being friends with T.H., 4th lunch and 8th study jr. yr., long conversations with J.K., Sunday nights with the girls, Guitarrae secret ambition to become invisible at "certain times"

BETTY KELLER

"Little-One" ambition college memories Afoh concert, the cemetery, Hillery St. Bridge, Yardley's Fountain, long talks with A.M., the A.V.A. guys, 6th lunch, 4th lunch, Soph. study, Alg. I with J.D.

secret ambition to love on the beach
DAVID BRADFORD KING
"Dave" ambition to bring peace to the world. Memories: Hot Shoppes and Fourth of July with P.C., freshman lunch, Mountain concert, General Shop, New York. Mr. W.'s history class. P.C.'s animal collection secret ambition...to see the world and the people in it.

JOANNE KLIMOVICH
"Jo" ambition to teach. Memories: Girls' shops '70-'71, basketball games '70 and football games, 4th pd. physics, waiting on the lunch line with C.G., and Ed. Eng. Dr. Ed...secret ambition to be a concert pianist.

FARRIN KNOLL
"Farrin" ambition to be a biologist. Memories: track, Totowa Quitters, Dumpy '73. Good times with M.K. and R.S. secret ambition...to buy a house and live an easy life.

GEORGE M. KOBUTICH
Ambition: business memories. Drivers ed. with Mr. B., auto shop with the Sarge, the cat, boycott, history with Mr. M. in freshman yr. ENG. with Mrs. F. secret ambition to win the lottery and to race a stock car.

BARBARA A. KOCHE
"Barbie" ambition: beautician. Memories: Junior Cotillion with W.J.T. '69 and '70. Mountain Concert, Spanish 1 and II with Mr. F., the shore with W.J.T., 4th lunch soph yr. Dr. Ed. with Mr. M., getting my license secret ambition...to live happily ever after.

GEORGE M. KOHUTICH
Ambition: business memories. Drivers ed. with Mr. B., auto shop with the Sarge, the cat, boycott, history with Mr. M. in freshman yr. ENG. with Mrs. F. secret ambition to win the lottery and to race a stock car.

JANET M. KONABEL
"Jan" ambition: college memories. The Honda Biker Girls Show '71 trip to Spain the day at the shore with B.R., K.O., and B.I., the two H.D.'s on the beach, and all the friends I've made in the last four years secret ambition...to have an Oldsmobile F 85 Super Sport.
MARK J. KOSMACK  

KENNETH KROLL  
"Ken" ambition: to work for General Motors memories: the best year was the 1970-71 school year and summer because of what went on during this year and the wild times visiting R. and A.'s.

MARTIN FRANK KUPKA  

JOHN JAMES LAMI  

PHILIP STEVE LANARAS  
"Hap" ambition: to go to Canada memories: summer in N.Y.C., C.C., electronics.
MARY THERESA LEA

"Mar" ambition psychiatrist
Supertar, "Spider", HFR, earth-life. Sr. History, group encounter, L.D.G., Dart Delite, F.S.C., overbreak, the coffee house at FDU, H.S.G. secret ambition to make each day a new beginning and welcome all as friends along the way.

ALLYSON LAPINSKI


SUSAN LAUBER

"Sus" ambition to accomplish something worthwhile to myself to others memories: lots of laughs with D.F., R.B. and D.B., Yankee Stadium with B.B. and C.T., German III, teaming the bottom, the friendly bet, 10 days in the plant dept., Girls' Show, student ratenactivities, 6th lunch Jr. yr. secret ambition to marry a professor.

MARY THERESA LEA

"Mar" ambition psychiatrist

ROBERT JAMES LEET

"Bob" ambition to accomplish something worthwhile to myself to others memories: summer '71 student ratenactivities, the 2nd per. chem. lab, the fire in the auto shop, the bus ride home from the wrestling match, the 5th period Transportation class.

MATTHEW LAPIREZIUSO

"Bob" ambition to accomplish something worthwhile to myself to others memories: 8th period Photography Jr. yr., Italian 1, II, III, Dr. Ed. Jr. yr., 8th study Soph. yr. Film club meetings secret ambition to own an army surplus jeep.

ROBERT BRUCE LEMPECKI

"Bob" ambition lawyer or photographer memories: Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior lunches, Dr. Ed. with Mr. Reiser, concerts of '70 and '71 with J.L., J.B., E.I., B.H., L.L., S.J., D.Z., summer of '71, dinner with K.P., S.P., and J.L., and fun with all the freaks. secret ambition to be a professional tennis player.

SHENG LEE

"Sam" ambition mechanical engineer memories: the 2nd per. chem. lab, the fire in the auto shop, the bus ride home from the wrestling match, the 5th period Transportation III class.

FRED LAUX

KEITH LENGE
“Keith” memories boy’s bowling club and Valley Varieties
secret ambition to be a success

DEBORAH LIGIERI
“Debbie” ambition to bring joy in someone’s life memories my
years at P.V. with L.L., L.P., Dr. Ed.
with Mr. B. Girls room ‘68-72, Biology
‘71, Science ‘69, Typing ‘70, lunch ‘70,
my summer of ‘71 with I.M., Freshman
year with M.C. secret ambition
to keep it a secret . . .

DEBORAH ELLOI
“Debbie” ambition college memories about 70 with S.A., M.S.,
D.D., R.G. ‘72, summer of ‘71
with G.A., S.A. M.S. and R.B. Miami
‘71, Toledo with M.K. and D.R. good
times with G.V.E., Fontana ‘71, nights
in the tent, three in the attic boiler,
the missing part of P.V. E believe
about the missing . . . secret ambition
to understand G.V.E.

GLENN LISZNER
ambition college memories McShehey’s, (the “High” cellar), the
shore, traveling in the summer of ‘71
the place in Tenn., Piedmonts, Fri.
Aug. 20, every weekend of every year at
P.V. secret ambition to be a
hermit

MARLENE JUDITH LIPTAK
“Mar” ambition to first find myself, then go on from there memories
meeting G.H. in ‘70, D.Q. with
R.G., M.B. & gang, summer of ‘71 with
G.H., back away to J.S.’s house, New A.B.
7 & 8, ‘70, T.P. car, cattle trail, Brook-
dale Park with P.L., D.D., J.S., R.J.,
weekends in Pa. with G.H., doing 107 in
T.P.’s car, doubling with J.W. & R.M.,
weekday visits to Pa., N.V. & High
Point, How R.G. and I met G.H.’s moth-
er. learning to ride a motorcycle with
G.H., then teaching G.M. to ride
secret ambition to escape from the
world as it now is by finding a small
waterfalls in a dark lonely forest, and to
live there with a certain someone
through eternity

KAREN MARIE LOMBARDI
ambition veterinarian memories shore with F.G., W.H.,
M.P., RKO Girls, early a.m. hours with
M.F., understanding friends. Pa.
snakes and bugs with A.K., R.K., R.W.
summer ‘71, very special friendships of
F.G., M.E., Girl Show, certain baseball
games, Algebra 5th pd., July 3rd, a cer-
tain ride in car with F.G., W.S.S.
secret ambition to star in West Side
Story

LAURIE LOMBARDI
“Lor” ambition Airline Stew-
ardess, travel all over the world
memories lost for 4 hrs. in L.F. with
P.D., falling down a flight of stairs, J.Z.
poem, falling off the bus into the mud.
summer of ‘69, 8th per. Study fresh, yr.,
great times with P.D., L.G., Foods Jr.
Yr., M.P., L.M., K.T. secret ambi-
tion that’s my secret.

LOUIS JAMES LOBOSCO
“Lou” ambition science major memories Soph, yr., Jr. yr., and Sr.
yr. secret ambition go to the
moon
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JACQUELINE P. LONG
"Jacquie" ambition to marry a certain someone memories Band, Florida, Semide with L.C., C.F., and E.R., summer of ’71 with J.D., Fresh lunch with L.C., L.Z., G.T. secret ambition ride the country side on a motorcycle with J.D.

JOHN JOSEPH LOPEZ
"Twit" ambition to build a ranch and live a beautiful life in the country memories getting kicked and bit, Sept. 77, 1971, shore. N.Y. state, lake (G.W.), new car. "I don’t know", Apache secret ambition settle down with my girlfriend...

JO ANN LORUSSO
"Jo" ambition medical assistant memories Wildwood 69 and ’71, Brooklyn, good times with L.I., J.D., J.M., and L.L., England 80, Typing II with C.B., leaving room 316, the hall, a certain summer secret ambition...

REGINA LOVAS
"Gina, Reg" ambition to be an x-ray technician memories 6th lunch with C.C., M.D., and J.M., "Garfield Cadets", 3 yrs. with J.J., Masque and Sandal, Miami, Room 668 Dallas, Gym with D.E., summer of ’71 with J.T. secret ambition that’s my secret...
LILA LOVE
ambition: dental assistant
memories: Fresh Yr. 10/26/68, Dr. Ed. all the times with B.K., secret ambition: to be happy

ELIZABETH LOZIRK
“Lizzie” ambition: beautician

ELIZABETH LOZIRK
“Lizzie” ambition: beautician

ANDREA MACALUSO

RODGER J. MACLEOD
ambition: oceanographer

LORRAINE E. MACNEIL
“Lori” ambition: computer operator
memories: 9-7-71 with T.W.W., good times with D.D. and D.W., G.E., K.K., and R.M., at the lake, summers ’70 and ’71, locker 2031, 7th per. Art Jr. yr., 4th per. Science Fresh yr., 2nd per. Gym Soph. and Jr. yrs., 4th and 6th lunch Jr. yr., 84 L.L. owes me, cutting with K.K., B.K., W.T., J.S., 1000 acres, J.M. Porsche, finding out my enemies from my supposed friends secret ambition: to be able to go to the shore

BARBARA ANN MACONES
“Barb” ambition: social worker
BILL MAKRIS
"Vasilios Makris" ambition: work memories: the soccer team of 1971...secret ambition: to play soccer.

FRANCINE JOSEPHINE MALENZI
"Fran" ambition: nurse memories: Italian 1, II, III with Mr. D., hanging with E.V.M., P.D., M.L., Willowbrook, H.R. 216, Dr. Ed. with Mr., L., Seaside Hga. '71, waling in the rain, Jr. Hist...secret ambition: travel around the world...

JANE MALONE
"Meg" ambition: model memories: Boston '71, Willow '71, room 316, the hall, B.S., good times with L.L., J.D., L.W., K.D., the few times with J.D., to remember the memories that should be remembered, "Hair" secret ambition: to own a canary yellow vet and take L.L. and J.D. for a ride.

JOANNE PATRICIA MANFREDI
"Jo" ambition: to be happy memories: 6/20/70, summer '71, '70 Semi, Love Story, always with a special guy, 8/25/71, sex96, special moments with J.K., "Unchained Melody, daisey, "nothing impossible" secret ambition: to always bring happiness to a special someone...

ANN MANACHI
"Annie" ambition: physical therapist memories: Dr. Ed. 6th per. Eng., always with A.P., C.O., J.D.P., 7th per. Hist., 5th per. Gym, Willow '71, 6th lunch with A.P., C.O., T.H., secret ambition: travel to the Middle East...

CATHERINE J. MANCINI
secret ambition: to always be with that certain someone...

DEBBIE MANISTA
...ambition: airline stewardess memories: 6th lunch Jr. yr. with J.M., H.R., R.S., 'super sunny, summer '70 and '71, 7/26/70, the shore at 3 A.M., lost in N.Y. with R.D., Toby's 3 A.M., visiting J.D., cold duck...secret ambition: to own a parakeet...

EDWARD MICHAEL MAMARY
"Ed" ambition: marine biologist memories: Fresh, Camp Country, Jr. Eng. and sixth, 6th lunch, foot ball games, Dr. Ed. with a great C.C. coach, getting kicked out of bowling alleys, summer grills with the W.C. crowd, running camp, pool games and good times with "Shirley" and the "Frog" secret ambition: to run a cross country race without getting lost. ...
ROBERT I. MANN
"Bob" memories Fresh Eng., ghost of the P.V. show, political debates, baseball and basketball games. secret ambition to listen to the William Tell Overture without thinking of the Lone Ranger.

PHILIP MARSH
ambition marine biologist

SUSAN MASSARO
"Sue" ambition to aid the mentally ill or handicapped memories J.H. and Friedeke Band, French Horn Society, 4th lunch and gang, “grow up”, 7th Dr. Ed. and My M., Larry Ranger and the Roto Roosters, trip to Italy and Mims, sang at party ’71. secret ambition to always be carefree and happy.

STEPHEN GERALD MATSON

ANDREW J. MC CAULEY
"Chance" ambition auto-body work memories Fresh hr., Soph. soccer, good times with A.P., vacations with A.C., Fresh, Soph, and Jr. yrs., the gang, secret ambition A.P. and a Mach 1.

FRANK MAZZARONE
“Maz” ambition to live in England memories escaping Gym class, Mrs. D.H.’s Music class, severe mental anguish secret ambition to encounter a high amount of money and sit back on my .

ANDREW J. MC CAULEY
"Chance" ambition auto-body work memories Fresh hr., Soph. soccer, good times with A.P., vacations with A.C., Fresh, Soph, and Jr. yrs., the gang, secret ambition A.P. and a Mach 1.

JANICE MCDONALD

JOHN MATHEWS
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JANIS MC GAULEY
"Jen" ambition: to travel memories: concerts, Wildwood with D. and M., bike riding, the shore, winter '71, 7/4/71, Heartbeat Ed., Trenton '69 with M. and C. Dr. Ed., cutting secret ambition: to get married on a deserted beach...

DENNIS J. MC INTYRE

PETER M. MC LAUGHLIN
"Little Mack" ambition: Environmentalist memories: summers of '70 and '71, Colo and Vermont ski trips, driving in my cast for 4 months, parties at R.A, R.M., and D.D., cutting 4th Study, ski trips, bumming with R.C. and guys, my green wagon, good jokes, Freshman Soccer, Football games secret ambition: to be a ski bum or ski magazine editor

SANDRA MC MASTER
JANIS M. MIDDLE
... ambition: writer
memories
Ocean City, 1969, 1970, 71; my family; my friends; being in\n hefty, H.H. - leaving to K.H. at 1 a.m., surprise party, last look\ngang. Aunt Martha's Pr. Ed. with Mr. S, concerts, Sunday night\n with the girls. Guitarman, Citrusville '71. Gym with N.G.
secret ambition to marry a handsome millionaire.

ROSE MARY MENTON
"Rose" ambition: yes
memories
early morning away football games, squad C.B. Band, 14 and 17, the\nChisters with J.D.W., Bernde, 4th Lunch Supp. yrh. M.R.T. with a certain\nmob, Speech, orchestra, art frac. Miami\nBeach and the night drive 3rd. Breakfast\nSt. Ys. Marble. secret ambition to drive buses in U.S. and\nCanada and eventually end up in Boston.

PAUL MEYERS


CAROL L. MELLI
"Carol" ambition: Medical\nTechnician or Art Teacher
memories
3/22-69, 3rd per. Study, 5th lunch with D.M., P.V., L.M., J.M.,\nM.M., Art, marching '70, Italian I and II with A.M. and S.A., German Supp.\nyr. with C.B., V.V., '71, summer of 70. George the cop secret ambition\nto stop the sky from raining, and to live\na happy life with a certain green-eyed\nboy.

ALEXANDER MESSIER
"Sandy" ambition: to graduate
memories
Mr. F., metal shop, cutting classes and\ngoing down the shore, the hallways in\nbetween classes. secret ambition to get a job in N.Y. C. and live in the\nWest Village on Macdougual St.

JACQUELINE MICHELLI
"Jackie" ambition: to be happy
memories
foods I and II, 5th lunch Jr. Yr., Drum Corps, summer of\'71, Chorus, Masque and Sandal Club, Wildwood, Mrs. H's Jr. English class,\nDriver Ed. secret ambition it's a secret...

AUDREY L. MICKENZE
"Monkey" ambition: get a good
quarterhorse for barrel racing and get a\npick-up truck memories playing\npinball, the shore, Cold Spring Lake,\nGuitar Track, driving Firebird 350, 4\nspeed, introducing J.L. to Apache, Art\nclasses, Sept. 17, Jr. lunch with S.B.,\nSept. 3 secret ambition marry\nJ.L. and live on a ranch we build together.

MAUREEN M. MILLER
"Maureen" ambition: physics, ed.\nteacher memories: all the good\ntimes I shared w/ M., P., and R.,\nriding bikes in N.Y. city, a tree in\nShore, with F.W., P.E., D.A., N.G., A.C.,\nand L.Z., palm, water skiing, blue shoes,\nlace, well here is my dog, living,\nlaughing, and knowing you, my dog,\nG.H. and Goody girls, fun, painting, M.\nfamily, cotillion, E.D. Soph. Court, a\nrespectable person secret ambition\nto dream the impossible dream and\nthen make it a reality...
PATRICIA ANN MILLER
"Pat" ambition college memories: 1st per. Eng. with P.H., 7th per. Gym with "The Cool", hitting back end of Toyota with B.M., '71 Road Rally, rear tire falling off car while with S.M., 2 years with T.W. secret ambition ride cross country on a motorcycle with my friends.

MARY ANN MILOVICH
"Mil" ambition secretary memories: K.F., my car, wailing with C.B., C.T., 5th lunch with R.B. and B.L., New Year's Eve '70, Doo Wop Records secret ambition... Playboy Bunny.

COLLEEN MINOGUE
ambition nurse memories: down the shore with C.B., S.B., and B.B., getting lost in N.Y. with D.M., cutting with J.R., M.O.E., the leg at Seaside secret ambition to make it to Calif. with J.B. and C.B.

MARY ANN MILOVICH
"Mil" ambition secretary memories: K.F., my car, wailing with C.B., C.T., 5th lunch with R.B. and B.L., New Year's Eve '70, Doo Wop Records secret ambition... Playboy Bunny.

DONNA LEE MIROWSKY
ambition nurse memories: Seaside '70-71 with M.D., I.D., J.D., and J.B., May 21,22,23, 1971, Jan. 9 over J.B.'s, Alg. I with M.S. and J.D., dancing out with the Kalinka's, good times with J.B., meeting R.A., W.B. with E.G., 5th lunch, basketball tournaments, making P.C. out of M.I.C. with J.B., Eng. III with A.K., "The Singin' Gang", never straight, always forward secret ambition... to meet and make lasting friendships with everyone...

RICHARD R. MOLINARI
"Moose" ambition psychiatrist memories: summer of '71 at field and being with B.G., motorcycle riding, shooting the Delaware River rapids with R.M., D.M., J.T., J.L., W.M., and K.M., softball and going to the track with the guys, four years of Eng. and with C.D.S. secret ambition... to live forever.

CLAUDIA MUNACELLI

BOB MOONEY
"Moon" ambition get out of PVHS memories: an accident in Totowa with P.M. secret ambition... I want a church mouse...
DONNA MORCIANO
ambition: beautician

AURORA MARIA MORSE

ROBERT MUCCHIO
"Mooch" ambition: veterinarian
memories: Jr. Cotillion '69, J.H., sitting on D.'s corner, '71 golf team, Mr. P.'s Dr. Ed. class. The Districts secret ambition: to own my own professional golf course and to win the U.S. Open

JOSEPH MULLIGAN
"Joe" ambition: college memories: Halloween '70, fun with L.E., good times with the football team, 2nd Study, 6th lunch three years straight. secret ambition: to make it down the shore in my '62 Chevy

JOHN R. MULLEN

MICHAEL JOSEPH NAPOLEON
"Nap" ambition: to own a Road-runner memories: Soph 6th lunch, "HEY CLAUDE", catching heavy Z's up the mountain with M.D., Moose and Rainier, 4 years of football, ice cream after track, crash on the bus to Ridgewood, halls. Mrs. F's 8th per. English. Jr. Cotillion with L.C., road. secret ambition: to be one

CHRISTINA NAVARRO
"Chris" ambition: secretary memories: going to summer school with K.G., walking in the halls and having fun C.F., lunch per. with M.B. and F.P., V.N., and Soph. Yr. secret ambition: to be with a certain someone, B.R.
VERONICA JEAN NENDZE
"Ronnie" ambition veterinarian memory good times with J.M., C.R., J.E., and A.M., H.R. 218, Aug. 22, 71, 6th Study Fresh Yr., Eng Jr. Yr., Heartbeat Rd., Wildwood '70, Dr. Ed., Central Park, A of A secret ambition to be a volunteer member of the L.P.F.D. ...

WILLIAM NICHOLAS
"Bill" ambition college, doctor or musician memories Fresh year Marching Band, band trip to Bermuda and Florida, Ski Club secret ambition to become rich and retire early in life ...

JOHN NIEMIERA
ambition to join the Air Force memories trip to Pa., H.R. 218, trip to shore with J.M. and M.L. secret ambition to be on the cover of Life magazine ...

ROBERT NIES
PATRICIA H. NOLAN
"Pat" ambition work in the airlines memories hard times. Crafts I with Mr. D., Music with A.N., 4th lunch Soph. Yr., Summer '70. Book. I with Mr. S., D.E. trip to Atlantic City, listening to Spunky Bunk with K.M., summer '71. secret ambition to be able to fly...

DONALD R. NORDENSVAN
"Duck" ambition photography memories Soph. lunch, Mr. W's 3rd per. History, football games. Wayne Valley football season '69 and '70, Districts in wrestling '70, and Passack Valley match '70. Band for 3 years, Mrs. F.'s 8th per. English Class. Florida and Bermuda Band trips, secret ambition to run Ralph Nader over with my Corvair.

EDWARD A. NORMAN
"Norms" ambition to work in computer field memories intersection between classic housing with L.I., J.B., and especially, J.S., Wayne Valley football season '69 and '70. Districts in wrestling '70, and Passack Valley match '70. Band for 3 years, Mrs. F.'s 8th per. English Class. Florida and Bermuda Band trips, secret ambition to be completely happy.

PAULA MARIA NOWAKOWSKI
"Paula" ambition college memories Sr. Prom '70, K.H., Sr. Prom '71, M.W., Dr. Ed., Modern Dance, summer of '71, Fresh Yr., Valley Varieties, Art field trips, 1st per. Jr. Yr., a '62 Chevy Nova secret ambition to help everyone in the world.

PAULINE M. NADEL

PAMELA O'DEA
"Pam" ambition to go into Data Processing and to marry B.L. memories 4th lunch Soph. Yr., with B.L., M.A., B.M., J.S., B.B., '70 and '71 summer at the shore with B.L., Art Show Soph. Year, '70 Danbury Fair with B.L., Valley Varieties play with D.F., and the Blender Man. Topps Car- minal Fresh Yr., crying with M.J.P. over B.K., Road Rally Soph. Yr., with M.A. and D.F. secret ambition to race an A.A. fuel dragster in the Nationals.

WILLIAM O'KEEFE
"Bill" ambition teaching college memories the front lawn of P.V. during lunch, 8th per. in 027 with H.G., all morning in the office with R.E., and P.N., up the country with the boys from J. Shule Trucking, going to Seaside secret ambition going to Mexico in the summers.

ADA NOTHEN
ambition to be successful in all I do memories Feb. 28, '70, all the good and bad times with E.B., hanging around with P.G., R.M.B., D.M., and P.N., E.B., DECA, lunch Soph. Yr., all the help from Mr. B. and Mrs. L. in Guidance, a certain '57 Chevy, all the good times down the shore '69, '70, all the great friends and teachers I meet at Valley, especially the wonderful guy E.B. I met in my Soph Yr. secret ambition to live a meaningful life with E.B. and have six kids.

CHRISTINA OBREMSKI
JUDITH O'NEIL

"Jude" ambition college memories Soph. Yr., good times with friends, Sat. nights, Sr. Yr., certain people in certain places, Mr. B., working at Sen.'s secret ambition to surpass the world in knowledge.

JOHN OPUDA JR.

... ambition dentinst memories ... '79 Free basketball tournament, "Fabulous 5", Garfield ski trips, Free Nat'l Convention, winning Bonnaz Medal Slalom Racing in Canada, Garfield Jr. "K" Club, Fresh lunch. French III, English III, History with M.O.M. secret ambition ... Olympic Ski Racer ...

KATHLEEN RUTH OWENS

"Kathie" ambition to be happy memories painting a trellis with D.R. and W.H., the Sr. Play with Mrs. N., 4th lunch with J.K., P.A. and C.G., Drama with Mrs. N. secret ambition ... to be an actress ...

SARKIS OZDEMIRCI

"Sarkis" ambition college law school memories the summer in Asbury Park, soccer team secret ambition ... to be rich ...

MARK PALMIERI

"Mark" ambition to become a Electrician memories Sophomore English with H.G., Walking to Totowa with H.G. in '70, The "room" with M.H. and J.D., The "journey" to Idaho with M.H., 4th of July, 1970, Tillis with H.G. secret ambition To become a famous musician in a good group ...

CECILIA LYNN OXLEY

"Lynn" ambition nurse memories summer of '71, June '71, becoming friends with L.H., J.S., M.L., S.P., T.P., D.R., J.J., June '72, Florida at G.E. with R.M., J.L. house, Florida '71, going to Breakfast secret ambition ... to become a poet ...

KAREN PALADINI

... ambition court stenographer memories ... good times with "Cheet" and the gang, Jr. Girls' Show '71, 5th per. lunch, accident with M.S. on Bennett Ave. "Clunk" Drive-in with S.P., B.L., and J.L., camping with M.J., Being late for Mr. M.'s secret ambition ... grow my hair down to my knees ...

NANCY PARDINE

ambition journalist, vista, antique dealer memories Oct. 20, 70, N.Y., "scrapping", antique hunts, 2 kids, a certain pine tree, all sorts with friends, chins wakiki, N.Y. trips, Lit. secret ambition ... to live in an isolated solas...
ELISA PAULA PARISI
“Lisa” ambition college memories
1st day freshman year, Italian I and II with A.M. and A.P. good and bad times with D.G. and L.H., archery club, Masque and Sandal, Mrs. K., 8th study Jr. year “Class of ’70”, Driver Ed., Senior Year, Being a secret admirer to someone very special and “the summer of ’71” secret ambition to have a full, rewarding, and happy life.

JOHN PARK
“Jack” ambition Advertising memories

RAYMOND PASCALE
“Bolger” ambition clothing buyer memories
Florida ’71 with S.F., J.S., M.C., F.B., and I.M., Muchacho’s, 5th lunch.

JOHN PATTERSON
ambition artist memories
Dupont, ’73 the knife, 4th bench, Vermont, Calvin’s Place Carmen Ghia, with F.K., cemetery, Beards”, parties at work, getting fired, secret ambition finish things.

SHARON PATTI
ambition Nurse memories

MARY JANE PAULTER
“P.J.” ambition dental assistant memories
Fresh. sum. with L.S., alot of crying with P.O.D., unusual times with C.R., 7:45 a.m. with C.M., Dr’s Ed. with “Mario”, homemade lasagna, Jr. lunch with D.D.G., H.R., R.O., J.G., J.L., V.T., S.R., and D.S., June ’71 shore with D.M., A.M., and J.M., the Dairy, long walks and “talks” with D.M., good times with C.K., a great ym. with Mr. K., 75 field trips, long walks up to “Stevie”, strong desire to lock D.M. in a closet secret ambition to own my own private island and live on it with all my friends.

JANET PATTI
“Jan” ambition to work in an office memories freshwater lunch, weekends of ’70, F.R.’s cellar, Doubling with S.P., Summer of ’71 secret ambition to love someone forever.

JANE PATRESO
ambition college memories
Fresh. sum., overnight in L.H., being chief with W.C. Zimmers, ’71 cheer ing, Dr. Ed. accident, Boston’s with T.G., W.T., and R.M., beach, Bermuda ’69, lauging and crying with C.J., elections and Reagin secret ambition to score goals.

MARY JANE PAULTER
JOHN PAVLIK
"Flash" ambition - Draftsman
memories - P.D.T., 10 weeks in a row,
official chauffer, K. Summer of '71, 10
times, 6.44 m., Destination Seaside, '70-
'71 P.A. debating sessions, 5th period
bunch, 6/6/71 Vernon Valley, Ski Trip,
L.D.P., P.H. and S.M., camping with
Doria, S.M., D. Tease, Ay. Curve
ahead, the party's over, G.C., 9th peri-
od S. Smash, King C.E., Get those
shovels out. secret ambition
"The Usual".

ROGER PAWLOSKI
... memories ... 7th. pet. with Mr. K

JOHN EDWARD PEGEL
"John" ambition - college mem-
ories - Vermont Ski trip 1970 6th peri-
od lunch, chemistry I, water fights,
track practice, Hot Shoppe, The
Star's, Hunter Mt. Ski Trip, frisbee
fights - secret ambition - to ski the
outer limits.

JAMES ROBERT PERROTTA
"Jimmy Neat" ambition - archi-
tect, artist memories camping
trips - secret ambition to hike across
country...
FERN PETERS
"Fern" ambition to be successful memories lunch Fri. year with D.K., N.S., and J.M., going down the shore, hanging around with S.H., working at M.B., driving ed Jr. year, lunch Soph. year with J.S., Mr. M.'s crafts class Jr. year, Chem. class Sr. Yr. secret ambition to be a horse trainer

WILLIAM M. PHILLIAN
"Bill" ambition to make friends memories 4th period running practice, the 25, hanging out, Junior Chemistry lab. secret ambition to be free

JEFFREY LAWRENCE PHILLIPS
"Fips" ambition physical education memories 8th period chem. lab., "drinking with the gang", homeroom 601 secret ambition to go into pro sports

JODY PINO
ambition... guidance counselor memories... La Dei, 7th per. Study, Fresh yr. Girls' Show, Italy '71, unforgettable times with A.K., interesting talks with K.F., fun times with J.D., C.B., great times with the "summer gang", meeting P.H., Wildwood weekends with J.D., Sunday afternoons secret ambition to own a whole lot of Corvettes

JEAN MARIE PIRONE
"Jeanie" ambition social worker memories rain at 1 A.M. with D.Y., F.R.'s house, Dairy and Lantern, last year with B.B., Downtown with M.L., crying with S.P., down the shore with D.F., D.Y., D.L. and my drowning at S.W. Lake, Bobbie, meeting a martian '70, Coast Guards of '69, fights in Totowa, driving E.D.'s boat secret ambition to figure myself out

LINDA S. PIRONE
"Lyn" ambition to be always happy and make those around me happy memories summer vacations '70 & '71, 4th pd. science Fresh yr., "Uncle Albert", Bio. with D.L. and F.H., Gr. fl. girl's room, a certain friendship, my first day in Dr. Ed., passing my first typing in Typing I all the people I've come to know, the good times with all my friends especially L.P., D.L., A.P., and L.L. secret ambition to go cross country with a certain someone

SUSAN PICARELLI
"Sue" ambition nurse memories "Cheet", Soph bowling, Girls' Show '69-'70, committee head '70, Fresh History, 6th lunch with L.J., Art 7th per. good times with J.L., C.D., with S.T., nasal, "Mr. Biz", having good times with K.P., L.J., J.D.C., S.T., G.J., E.D., & M.S., dinner with J.L., K.P., & R.B., dinner, summe of '71, "the hook" secret ambition to have a secret ambition

ADRIANA PIRELLI
ambition... secretary memories... lunch 6th per. Soph. yr., Dr. Ed., Italian Class, Fresh and Soph. yrs., summer '71. Typing 2nd per. Jr. yr., 9th per. Gym. Jr. Hist. 7th per., good times with L.R., A.M., A.M., D.L., A.R. secret ambition to travel all over Europe
LINDA SUSAN PISANO
"Lyn" ambition to be an airline stewardess and see the world memories: H.R. Oil, buss 9. Mr. D's Crafts class, 8th Lunch Soph. year, 7th Hist. with L.Y., R.R., and N.C., Jr. Eng. with L.P., 4th per. Alg., 5th Lunch, 7th Gym with D.R., 8th Biol. with R.D., 5th Lunch 9th year, 2nd Per. Dr. Ed., 8th study with P.S., Mt. Concert, Girl's Show '70, '71, '72, got lost in W. Pat. with D.R., "For You", days down the shore with friends, Darli, Lantern, Anthony Wayne, working at P.P.P. '71, P.V. concerts and dances, football games, a very certain someone secret ambition to be a boy for a day.

KENNETH JOHN PLATT
"Savage, Ken" ambition: go to college memories: going up the hams Fri. nights, Roch. N.Y., summer of '71, Soph Geo. with P., V.V. '69 secret ambition: go cross country on a Harley Davidson sportster, live in Rochester N.Y. ...

MICHAEL POALILLO
"Mike" ambition: photographer memories: all the good times with D.D., fun times with L.Y. and M.Y., " Rowling" with A.J. Dupont '71, shore '70, the slam. Red Witch, the all night laugh, football, track, Dec. 4 '70, Lantern, shore '71, a certain Sunday in June, taking a ride in a shopping cart, my friends, Snuffles, camping out '71, Peaches LaBree, 8th pd. Chem secret ambition: to wear a suit of armor...

ROSEANN POMASANO

RALPH GERARD POLLIO
"Ralph" ambition: to go to college, be a state trooper memories: summer of '71, the shore with P.C., parties with P.C., E.N., J.B., K.O., S.S., walking in the halls with K.K., Jr. year, the '69 world series in study, Mrs. F. English secret ambition: to be successful...

SHARON POMBO
"Shar" ambition: to marry a certain someone memories: Mr. R., 6th period History Class, 4th lunch with J.H., the summer of '69, '70, '71 with J.H., fun with P.S. motorcycle, going to Hawaii in '70 secret ambition: to travel around the world.

BARTHA PORTELLO

STEVEN A. PORTELLO
"Steve" ambition: barber memories: spending summer at Greenwood Lake, water skiing at night with J.M., Soph English, Jr. Crafts, spending time at the Cubie secret ambition: to water ski around the world
ROBERT LOUIS KOSLUSZYNY

KATHLEEN POST

RAYMOND M. POST
"Ray" ambition: chemical engineer memories: freshman year, the DePaul Club, wrestling Jr. Year, freshman work "A" in Mrs. J.'s Algebra Class winning a chess tournament, Biology, my first and last year of calculus food, Mr. K.'s hot dogs in Soph. Chemistry, and all Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter vacation's secret ambition to be a theologian.

PAMELA GAIL MARY PRIESTLY

PAUL RAMUNDO
"Mondo" ambition: mechanic memories: the cellar, working on building a racing motorcycle, Band practice secret ambition: to own a racing car.

PETER FRANK RAMUNDO
"Pete" ambition: to be happy memories: senior year accident, fun in gym class with K.S. and many others, auto shop playing around secret ambition: to collect match cars.

GEORGE FRIDAY
"Peedy" ambition: chemical engineer memories: ski club, chess club, and the Dean's class.

LOIS RANDALL
"Silly Cheeks" ambition: cowboy memories: N.Y. apple pie, blind muncie's etc. friends, going to the country, little boys, tea parties secret ambition: to go through looking glass.
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STEWART RAVITZ

"Stew Rancid" ambition to become a conservationist memories: skiing with club, Austria '71 and '72, Vermont '71 and '72, Ma & Pa Waller of Had Gesten, DUB Club, Brum's Farm and his Apple Juice, General S. and her 1971 5th period army, the shore with R.A., J.F., J.F., S.M., R.R., B.S., E.R., and R.H., 8th period Freshman year with M.O.M. secret ambition to hitch to California and surf the Big Sur country.

THOMAS FRANK RE

"Tom" ambition: college or the Army secret ambition maybe a lawyer.

CATHERINE REILLY

"Cathy" ambition: sociologist memories: times with J.C., R.N., and J.M., Central Park, the band concert, riding on the foot paths in Verona Park, the Luba and Lonto gang, 3 a.m. and the shore secret ambition to leave these crazy towns and move to the country.

RENA RENSING

"Rena" ambition to be L.L.'s sister-in-law memories: being with R.U.G., talking to M.C., carnival with J.G., Motor Vehicle with R.U.G., sleeping at L.L.'s, R.U.G.'s birthday party, J.S.'s parties, heart beat, Wayne guys, American Legion with J.G., June 4, 1969, Easter '70, black Thunderbird secret ambition to find the guy who will want me for myself.
DONNA RHoads

PATRICIA RICCIARDI
"Pat" ambition dental hygienist memories good and bad times with F.V., Thanksgiving Dance Soph. Yr. with F.V., the beach and the long talk, going to Battery Park's band practices, 12/13/69. Prom '71, Cotillion '69. going out with F.V., L.I., and M.C., secret ambition - to be successful with my life and have a healthy happy family.

AGNES RICHTER
"Cockie" ambition - to work at Kennedy Airport memories attending Panama Valley for four years secret ambition - to find that special someone and devote my life to him.

CONNIE ALICE RIGOLO

JOANNE RIGGI

CAROL LESLIE RIKER
ambition - elementary education memories football games. Soph. Chem. 3 yrs. of Latin, Gilis' Show '70 and '71, "changing dutch" on '71 Caribbean cruise 8th bunch Soph. yr. 2/12/70. Dr. Ed. July '70, 6th per Spanish EA '71 at Smith College, trips to NY.E. with Handy Fresh yr. being student council - secret ambition to travel through Europe.

DENNIS MICHAEL DAVID RIVA
"Dino" ambition to be a millionaire memories 3rd yr. Dr. Ed., Soph. Study Hall, V.V., 3rd yr. Gym with Mr. H., all 4 Eng. classes, the time I finally shot and made a basket during a game secret ambition to live to be a hundred.

ERIC J. RODEHNETL
JOHN MICHEAL ROGERS

"Texas" ambition to be happy memories Fresh football, basketball, baseball. Soph. field trips out of Mr. B. lunch, swimming at the club, camping trips nights at the school library. 4 yrs. with the Dean, duck soup. an accredited Study with Mr. B., the big games secret ambition to sail around the world with Bettie Boot.

JEAN ROMAN

"Speedy" ambition to meet Mick Jagger on a Jaguar memories summer of 70 with K.G., M.S., J.B. J.R., J.T., most of all summer of 71 with K.G., "Virginia Beach", "Space City", K.G.'s boy, Jersey City, "Byrd", Harrison Concert secret ambition to leave for the West Coast.

JANET MARIE ROMANIETTO

... ambition EKG technician memories C.M. house, summer of '69, shore '70 and '71, Dart Lantern, Earth Life, party at D.M.'s house, the Ave., T.H., J.F., and L.E. secret ambition to become a nun.

MARVIN ROOKER

... ambition... memories... secret ambition.

MARILYN JEAN ROOME

"Mouse" ambition hair stylist memories 5th lunch Jr. Yr. with A.G., R.B., J.B., R.K., summer of '71, at the shore with M.B., J.R., and J.H., riding around with D.M., E.P., and S.B., good times with my friends, 7th per. Gym with S.B. and L.S. secret ambition to marry that certain someone...

CINDI BOBIN ROSEN

"Cin" ambition laboratory technician memories F.L.H.S. '70, F.L.H.S. Majorettes '70, Vermont '70, quiet evenings with E.H., '70 Prom with J.D., missing M.H., the Goat Bus 6-2, basement girls' room with K.P., J.L., B.L., P.Y., K.G., friends like J.G., the front lawn, puff, R.E., the Joker, Madison, SeaSide '71 with M.H. secret ambition to do better in life than a certain someone...

WAYNE THOMAS ROSOLEN

"Bud" ambition law memori- ous Fresh track team, Soph. Algebra. summer of 70 secret ambition to live on a farm in Maine.

DONALD J. ROSSKOPF

"Don" ambition to be a New York State policeman memories Pewee Lake, N.Y. camping and skiing with D.V.D., J.N., R.B., and E.S., P.V. bowling team, H.G. 7th per., Electronics Jr. yr. secret ambition to travel cross country on a motorcycle...
JOSEPH ROZDEBA

“Joe” ambition - world-traveling memories: going to Poland for the U.S.A. vacation in France, learning English, Health and Gymnastics with Gris. soccer games, soccer trips to U. of P. Mrs. M. dinner parties. Ring with Miss G.W. Alg with Mr. L. Labor Day weekend at Seaside. Fall nights at Brookdale Park. Raids season at L.C. races on R. 80 secret ambition: to travel the world and get involved in helping people.

GERALD RUBINO

“Jerry” ambition: architect memories: 4 yrs. of football; going to the beach in summer of ’69 with J.D. D.A. P.P. J.B. going camping in winter of ’70 and ’71; going with the Park Boys; meeting A.C. D.H. B.A. P.L. etc. N.Y. New Mexico in 1971, lunch Soph yr., Hi back to P.V. and be Ass. Football Coach.

MARIE F. RUF. ALO


ELLEN RUSSELL


HAROLD ROZELL

“Harry” ambition: auto body and fender man memories: H.R. 202, my time with S.F.L., Mr. K. Fresh. Crafts, the guys from the morning office. Art Show ’71. Dr. Ed. with R.K. and M.J.P., our morning trips to Seaside secret ambition: to be the richest man in the world.

LORRAINE RUBINO


JAMES H. RUPPLE


GLENN RUSSELL

“Rum” ambition: to get a job I like and live a long life memories: lighting up in the Boy’s Room, getting out of trouble for what really happened, cutting and going down the shore, taking long rides to find new places. secret ambition: to have my own tropical island and have it stocked with native women.
SUSAN RUSSELL
"Sue" ambition--fashion model memories--Girls' Show Soph. & Jr. yr., Jr. & Sr. 6th lunch. "Long walks to the A.W. with B.S. & E.R. special moments with J.L., good times with J.L., D.P. @ J.D., cut days down the shore, cutting classes with B.S., "C.L.V.C.K., "the reservoir", "Moonie", the W.C. with J.D., E.R., B.S., J.A., "the park", summer of '69. '71 secret ambition--to bring happiness to someone.

WILLIAM KUKSIN

NANCY SAGE
"Nancy" ambition--to get out of school memories--'69-'72 with R.T., 6th lunch Jr. yr. with D.K., "Marathon", Bermuda with R.T., a rained out picnic, trying to cut with D.K. and J.S., a weekend in August '71 secret ambition--to marry R.T. and be rich and happy.

NANCY SAHID
"Nancy" ambition--secretary memories--6th lunch, Mountain Concert, dance with J.K., Dr. Ed. Jr. yr., 3rd study secret ambition--to travel before I'm too old to enjoy it.
JOYCE ELAINE SANTILLO
 ambition: college memories
 Moons, the midori, apple pie, Woos, N.Y., marshmallows, or Puff Road and good times in general secret ambition to live in a log cabin

SANDRA K. SCAVONE
 ambition: designing or interior decorating memories
 summer of '70, '71, going to Canada with C.A., P.S., and H.P. Art with Mr. V., going to Christmas Prom with J.R., History with Mr. G., going to the castle with H.P., and C.A., motorcycling with H.P. secret ambition to travel around the world, get married and live on an island

SYLVIA MARIE SCHETTINI
 "Joe" ambition secretary for a law firm memories Puerto Rico, shore parties, Sr. play, Ridgefield Park, 2nd Study, farm horseback riding, summer '71 with D.S., working with J.T., May 27th, 200 Labor Day Week-end, Montclair Park with P.S., good times with good and best friends, Dr. Ed., long talks with M.S., D.S., and J.T. secret ambition to be a jazz dancer on the Dean Martin Show

GAIL NANCY SCHMITT
 ambition: English teacher memories Florida with R.B., weekends with B.S., M.S., and J.F. at Fables, picnics at Vida, stores, Gita's Show meetings, chessing, cheese and rice, the carn lab, Painting H.R. with M.R., secret ambition to travel across country with H.R.

MIRIAM SCIALLA
 "Mai" ambition secretary memories 11/5/69, 7th per. Phys. Ed. class Jr. Yr., Christmas Cotillion '69, Sr. Prom '71, a certain someone J.T., Sunday nights with D.S. and P.F. a blue Thunderbird, summer '70, good times with J.T., H.R. 202 with N.S., J.S., and S.S. all my friends secret ambition to have my secret ambition come true

ROBIN SCHMIDT
 ambition: 6th grade school teacher memories Chemistry, German with M.R., sleeping, Hill Rise Resort, weekend at Vincenzio's, good times with G.S., French History with Mrs. S. secret ambition to be a psychiatrist

MICHAEL JOSEPH SCHULTZ
 "Schultz" ambition: not to be like anyone else memories Fresh and Soph. Cross Country team, Fresh Yr., Mr. S's Drawing classes, Sept. 25, 1970, the troubles I gave to teachers secret ambition to have a cycle and tour the U.S.

MARILYN SCIALLA
 "Bean" ambition college, English major memories 3.M.F., "the family" Austria, cheering with M.D., C.C., John Reeder, a Body, Farcon and Paglieri's, Camp Y.M.I. summer of '68, class trip and shaves the doll with C.R. and G.C., Edg. Jr. Yr., ice cream cones, Alg. I with Ed. I., Lipa, making films with C.W. "Old Town", good times with M.R., fancy parties, our paradise secret ambition to always know why
JANET ANN SEABRIDGE
"Jan" ambition: secretary
memories: summer nights on the corner, laughing all afternoon in certain coffee shops, meeting someone special on a radio, learning to drive stick shift, Mrs. H.'s 3rd per. 6th class, giving Mr. S. tips on how to run his Accounting I class, sleeping outside with R.M., K.M., K-C-, Wildwood '70, New Year's Eve '70 secret ambition: to be able to take care of all the sick, injured, and homeless animals in the world.

MICHAEL SEMASKEWICH
"Looch" ambition: auto mechanic
memories: Wood Shop, Metal Shop with B.M. and T., 4th lunch Soph. yr., Mr. B. 6th per. class Jr. yr.: secret ambition: to go to Canada and live in the wilderness.

BARBARA A. SEIPLE
"Barb" ambition: accountant
memories: being friends with L.L., R.M., J.M. Soph. yr., 4th lunch, 5-13, summer of '70, super sying, Toby's at 5 a.m., the corner, Cold Duck, Royal Aces, cutting parties, just having fun with P.C., D.M., and M.N., secret ambition: to be with that certain someone always...

ROBERT F. SHAW
"Bob" ambition: college
memories: The Dean, Double Sessions, C.B. Parties, Summer '71, A.B.'s Bar and Grill, a '71 Plymouth, Ace driving, surfing with the Dub club, Wayne Valley game '70, '71, Green Barrel, Climbing S.B.'s roof with R.A., Grand Funk, Green Pail secret ambition: to be the president of Dub.

MARIETTA SHADEL
"Mar" ambition: to be a success
memories: L.C., summer of '69, love on a rooftop, fireworks, Frosh Corres. Sec., summer of '70 with S.A., D.L., D.D., J.T., C.B., the Fun, the Bicycle Thief, Paranoia Strikes, times with M.S., and J.R., symphonic sound of PV Band for 4 years, watching sun rise at early morning practice. Left! Left!, faking the flute, football season with V.C. and G.K., twirling, the real Miss D., Jr. Yr. with L.A. secret ambition: to love and be loved.

JEANNE SHIPPS
memories: suspension Jr. Yr., 1st per Lit. Dr. Ed., Jr. yr. card games, summer of '70, P.P., M.S., and B.M., 6th lunch, summer '71 with A.C.

RANDOLPH SIMONETTI
"Simo" ambition: to be a Pro Football Player
memories: Year of '71 and '72 with D.D., Sept. 22 and Dec. 5, Best friends with M.N., Four years of being bounced around by Mr. G., and three years of homeroom with D.F. secret ambition: to own a '72 Vet.

WILLIAM SHELLHORN
"Bill" ambition: theatre manager
memories: times with M.R., E.D., P.M.

JEFFREY A. SEIPLE
memories: suspension Jr. Yr., 1st per Lit. Dr. Ed., Jr. yr. card games, summer of '70, P.P., M.S., and B.M., 6th lunch, summer '71 with A.C.

RANDOLPH SIMONETTI
"Simo" ambition: to be a Pro Football Player
memories: Year of '71 and '72 with D.D., Sept. 22 and Dec. 5, Best friends with M.N., Four years of being bounced around by Mr. G., and three years of homeroom with D.F. secret ambition: to own a '72 Vet.

WILLIAM SHELLHORN
"Bill" ambition: theatre manager
memories: times with M.R., E.D., P.M.

JEFFREY A. SEIPLE
memories: suspension Jr. Yr., 1st per Lit. Dr. Ed., Jr. yr. card games, summer of '70, P.P., M.S., and B.M., 6th lunch, summer '71 with A.C.
JOHNNY SIVULICH
Jake's ambition to be a football player or actor. Secret ambition to be successful in my work and to have a nice home.

MARTHA SKLADER
"Marty" ambition to become a Radio City Music Hall Rockette. Memories: Aug. 28th, 6th, 46. Summer of '70, shrimps roll with J.D.S. 6th per. Lunch Soph. and Jr. yrs. New Year's Party '71, grounded for 3 wks. "George," the cat. 7th per. Dr. ed., great friends with R.D. Secret ambition to always have love and happiness with J.D.S.

NEAL SKYTA

KEVIN ANTHONY SLINGLAND
"Calvin" ambition: policeman. Memories: Dr. Ed., good times w/ N.M. and C.L., trip to Bear Mountain w/ Totowa First Aid Youth Squad, trips to Penn, Calif., N.Y., and Las Vegas, English w/ Mr. S. Jr. yr. Secret ambition: to always help someone in need of my help...

ROBERT THOMAS SUNGLAND
"Bob" ambition: architect. Memories: a couple good years w/ D.M., good times w/ the A&P, flipping quarters, double dating w/ K.M., J.M., M.R., long talks w/ D.M., J.B., J.P., surprise birthday parties, good times at the shore w/ D.M., gals, all sports. Secret ambition: be the world's fastest race car driver...

DENNIS SMID

KATHRYN SMIDROCKI

CINDY SMITH
DAVID WAYNE SMITH
"Smitty" memories cross country bus rides (after winning a meet), German II, Junior Exam, Tie Day secret ambition to live happily ever after.

DEBRA PATRICE SMITH
"Debbie" ambition zoology or advertising art memories my animals, good times with S.J.S., the farm with B.S., lunch with W.H., getting my license, race tracks, the big blue cad, horseback riding, swimming, hoping B.S. would hold the bus, Chemistry with C.M. and D.K., floods, Central Park, friends secret ambition to own a chain of Trotters and Pacers.

WALTER RAYMOND SMITH
"Walt" ambition to be a success memories never got caught cutting classes, Y.V., track and cross country secret ambition to be a race car driver.

JOHN GILBERT SNIDER JR.
"Snip" ambition forester memories cheating in Bio, exploding test tubes in Chem, being scared stiff in Physics, my center pass to J.W., in the Hackensack game, summer school for 2 yrs., with and without L.H. secret ambition beat Pele in a soccer match.
THOMAS SODER
"Tom" ambition - Draftsman memories Junior 5th lunch, Freshman study, Algebra II

DEAN WILLIAM SPENCER
"Dean" ambition - Soph. lunch with P.K. and G.P., fillbacks in Fresh secret and of the grades made secret ambition to beat out G.M.

Marilyn Lee Speckstock
"Mar" ambition - elementary school teacher memories "Barbary Coast", Pretzel, summers, Austin, Girls' Show, the circus, weekends, concerts, Oct. 11 secret ambition to sing with a certain folk group.

Peter Spinelli
"Spider" ambition - college to become a teacher memories . . . B.T., fun with the boys, Beach Haven with R.S. and K.B., weekends with B.T. at shore, wrestling for 4 years, football for four years, talks with K.A., summer of '71 with V.W., swim parties at R.R.'s, night at Belmar, Bay Ave. Beach Haven, special someone, nights at H.M. with B.T., 5th lunch Sr. year, Quincip. secret ambition - to become PV's first champion in wrestling.

Arlene Roberta Strope Baptizer

Donald R. Storbeck
"Store" ambition - travel around the country secret ambition - it's my secret.

Marilyn Stewart
MARY ANN THERESA STRIEFFER

"Feet" ambition college memories - ST., G.L., K.F., S.P., J.D., L.J., P.R., S.R., B.L., and R.D., christening G.L.’s block, singing with K.F., G.L., and T., in parking lot; good times with L.L., taking ducky and Winnie the Pooh to work, Vae, incident on Hovden’s hill, summer in Pa. with Cam and the Woody’s boys secret ambition to hang around the music wing.

WILLIAM ROBERT STROMBERG

...ambition to be a musician memories - hanging around the music wing ...

ANTHONY J. STUPPIELLO, JR.

"Tony" ambition college memories - going to college, riding bicycles in Belmar, St. Croix, rock festival in Iowa, parties, meeting the "Boy Wonder", Mr. N. and all my friends secret ambition - to put on a rock festival in Garrett Mi.

JOHN H. SUMMERTON

"Jack" ambition college memories - great times in Fresh baseball, great times with the great T boys, Vt. ski trip, down the shore at J.M.’s house, baseball with R.

DIANE MARIE SULLIVAN

...ambition to be a secretary memories - Fresh yr. with G., bowling in Pa., same schedule right thru 1969, 3 yrs. of Latin, Dr., etc with T., Jr., Eng. III yr. bowling short school with R.S., D.J., K.F., Chem. Jr. yr. Soph I and II with R.S. and R.B. 1/17/71, Jr. yr., Aug. 17, 1971, Clifton Boys secret ambition - to travel around the world and to bowl a 300 game.

BRUCE SWANSON

...ambition to succeed memories - rain on the ’71 ski club trip, Wandering Whales ’71, trying to solve a problem in S.G.’s class when even he doesn’t know the answer, trips to Shop Rite, days off in Fr. Ill secret ambition - to be a ski bum ...

LUDMILLA SZASLOW

"Mama" ambition make a million dollars and then buy a house memories - Fresh yr. with W.D. in study, H.R. with G.T., L.S., meeting J.H., knowing J.F., N.O., D.D., D.S., E.Y., Jr. yr., meeting S.Y., driving around with the "Gang", getting my license last of school, Jr. Eng with Mrs. H., Sr. Eng with Mr. D., field trips with J.H. and S.Y., "Buffalo", graduation secret ambition - to be a truck driver ...

BEVERLY DIANA SWANK

"Swankie" ambition to eliminate prejudice memories - Girls’ Show, Chock Club, cutting with S.R., suspended, nicotine fits, Dub Club Guys, R.S., saying what, shore, Clifton gang, all my buddies, Mr. P. Soph yr., my many true loves, Mrs., S.R., and me, walking to A.W., Hot Shops, Pack. "Squawks" my best memory S.D., summer ’69 B.E. Cotillion ’69 with J.V., tickets B.G., holding the bus for D.S., oral reports secret ambition - to eat a 100 pound sweet-tart ...
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Georgeann Talbot
"George" ambition teacher memories green plants. Dr. Ed. with Mr. P. Jr. history with P.H. teddy bears, Alg. I. all the people I met here, 9/91. Bio. 1 with Mr. B. 206. Jr. lunch with A.K., R.W., D.K. 2 yrs. with Mr. E. secret ambition to be happy and make the most out of life.

Victor Tauro
"Victor" ambition to do what I enjoy best memories fantastic times on ski trips.

Vivien Lee Taylor

Ramona Marie Thompson
...ambition... Math major memories cemeteries, high hills, W.V. bedfire. Campus police life. With my partner in crimes, P.H. getting traced by the F.B.I. 4th lunch Jr. yr. with R.H., M.V. 26th Chem. Jr. yr. B.A. in Foreign Study 80, Eng. Greece, Turkey, Spain 71. Who Concert, State Box, the Proud Crude, Irving, L.R. and his rototors, fighting with no sister, football games secret ambition to return to Italy and raise a chicken farm with R.H.

Janet Anne Temple
"Temple" ambition Science Major memories gala show Committee Head. European cruise I see feet, we left on 80 and S.C. hope, sorry, B.H. and telephone in St. Thomas, 15 yrs. of fun with W.G., B.B. and J.R. Juggling Conventions, X.I. and the broken convertible, being live 71, 72. Chem. 1. secret ambition to be 53'.

Wayne J. Thomas
"Weener" ambition mechanic memories going to Penn. to see B.K. and getting stuck on the way back, going down the shore with B.K., putting a clutch in my GTO with S.C, walking through the flood with G.P. and S.C. secret ambition to own and drive a funny car.

Sandra Thompson
"Sandy" ambition Elem. Teacher memories 2 yrs. at M.B.H.S. carnavals, Stowd '70, '71, H.P., J.D.B.'s car, R.S., C.D., with S.F., Eagle's East, gels, parties, C.L. times with T.C. "Clock" club, beach, movies, J.F. 'twisting 80 and 71, Girls Show '70, boys track '70, knowing mark, "the gang" secret ambition bomb train at S.S.H. or be a mind reader.
WILLIAM TOBIASSEN
"Bill" memories 12th Ave., Brewer and Shipley, the magic windshield wipers with J.L., the good days with S.T., getting caught by the boss with J.P., J.S., and C.C., the last table at A.W., Neb. and the longest trip secret ambition to play Carnegie Hall with all my friends ...

JANICE TODISCO

CAROLE LYNN TONER
ambition to live and be happy memories Austria ‘70, Central Park, mountain climbing, Busy Bee, my friends, ski trips, Stakes, O.G., the Bronx Zoo, nights at 91, the old gang, Vermont, Suffern, Michigan, L.C.’s party, dinner for 4, the apt., the night at Dinky’s ...

CHARLES W. TOMASHESKI
“Charlie” memories Dental surgery segment ’71, trip ’71, walkin’ the beach with C.A., tripod and Cuba Libre, “2-Out”, broken hand from R.P., playing shortstop, two Christmas trips to Spain, shaving commercial (S.P.), doody-do, Spanish III and Music III, secret ambition to become the “Polish Racing King and beat S.P.”
memories
It. with J.T., good times with V.J.T. and I.C.,
sandwiches with D.A. and N.G., Yan-
kee Stadium with E.G. and F. N., liv-
ing through D.T. with R.A.W.
secret ambition: to have the time of my life at Yankee Stadium

CAROL DIANE TOWNLEY
ambition: make memories
memories: moon and stars
memories: good times with J.T., good times with V.J.T. and I.C.,
sandwiches with D.A. and N.G., Yan-
kee Stadium with E.G. and F. N., liv-
ing through D.T. with R.A.W.
secret ambition: to have the time of my life at Yankee Stadium

NICHOLAS JOSEPH TRENTACOST
"Bello" ambition: psychology
memories: early morning band
practices, Florida, the last per. with A.D. and B.N., B.M., away football games
secret ambition: to conquer the world

FAITH E. TREVISANO
ambition: to fly the friendly skies
secret ambition: to own a castle on Paradise Island

BONNIE TROSS
ambition: legal secretary
secret ambition: to live a carefree life

RICHARD F. TRIGANO
"Trig" ambition: to be a dentist or pharmacist
memories: Jr. yr., Jr. Eng. with Chaf, A.P., "71 soccer (the best team ever) winning the last game to begin the St. John's Madison Cup, getting my picture in Soph. Ring with Mrs. S.K., Dr. B.A., with Mr. H.R., and being in the hospital
secret ambition: to be something special

JOSEPH TUOHEY
"Joe" ambition: to open my own record shop
secret ambition: to be rich without having to work

FRANK JOHN USAS
"Useless" ambition: law enforcement
memories: mudfights during football practice, girls of P.V., the many sleepless nights given to me by the P.V. faculty
secret ambition: Playboy photographer

JOHN VINCENT VAIL
"Useless" ambition: law enforcement
memories: mudfights during football practice, girls of P.V., the many sleepless nights given to me by the P.V. faculty
secret ambition: to win the Nobel Peace Prize
JOSEPH VALENTINE

"Jersey" ambition - own a race car
memories - Jr. Gym with D.M., Soph. baseball with F.R., going out with the guys G.S., F.B., J.S., the DUB club, Sr. Woodshop with J.J., Sr. Gym with F.P., baseball with T.P., going down the shore at the end of the year, Soph. football A.W.
secret ambition - to race in the Indy 500 some day

LEN DANIEL VALENZA

ambition - gym teacher
memories - O.I. in S.P., F.B., 71, music N.Y.
secret ambition - to be successful, happy, and rich

DAVID GLEN VANDERBERG

"Dave" ambition - to be employed with the U.S. Forestry Service
memories - Mrs. K.'s Eng. class Soph. Yr., having two lunches Jr. Yr.
secret ambition - to tour the country on motor cycle

YVONNE VANDERENT

ambition - to meet J.T.
memories - good times with D.V., E.A., J.M., F.C., B.P., and J.S., 5 o'Clock run on Ortley, summer of '71, the lake, "Teddy", room 9, learning to drive with C.S., talks with M.F., Friday 15th with D.V. and M.W.
secret ambition - to find peace and happiness

PETER J. VANDER VALK

"Pete" ambition - help inner peace in the country
memories - ski trips '70, '71 with W.D.P., Sundays with N.R., iron stomach at L.C.'s, Grove with the raunchy bunch, Fren- chies with N.S., G.T., B.A., J.D., C.T., and L.C.
secret ambition - to live on a mountain alone with a friend

PETER J. VANDERWENDE

"Bob" ambition - to get out of a plastic society and be myself
memories - Union live, 2 foot cigars, D.R.'s famous bagel ride home, a gar, J.H. big split, yeah, yeah, Road Rally, 2nd Biology, a schedule change in Sr. Yr., 7 B and 8 A, telephone learned French dial- logue with D.R. V. in Gen. Science
secret ambition - to bowl on the P.B.A. tour

DEBRA VANDER MEULEN

"Deb" ambition - to be an airline stewardess
secret ambition - to live in California

PAUL VANDENBERG

ambition - accountant
memories - Chem. Lab, summer of '70, S.S.'s Bible class, good times with C.S., Fresh lunch H.R. with R.B., Vernon Valley with C.S., a certain someone
secret ambition - to be successful, happy, and rich
KENNETH VAN DYK

ambition: to be a photographer
memories: first day in P.V., first day of summer after Fresh yr.
secret ambition: to be a millionaire

WILLIAM C. VAN HANDEL III

"Bill" ambition: to own and manage a hardware store
memories: 5th per, Auto Shop Soph. Yr. with W.S. and R.L., blowing a Cadillac engine, '71 with Deca Ed.
secret ambition: to be happily married with K.K.

DIANE JEAN VAN HOVEN

"Diane" ambition: to be a nurse
memories: shore with friends, "Chicken Meu", water fights, riding around, parties, long walks, Girls Show, football games, a certain afternoon with D.B. and T.R., her faithful getting lost, Jr. Eng., A.W., 48 hours, "Staff", summer '71, Dr. Ed. in a certain field trip, Senior Day, H.S.C. 299, meeting people, William and with D.K., Union Gap Concert
secret ambition: to be speechless for 24 hours

JOHN VAUTIER

ambition: to be a varsity swimmer for Wittenberg U.
secret ambition: to live in a society free world

MARY ANN VELLONE

"Debbie" ambition: to be a varsity football player
memories: Girl's Show 69, Masque and Sandal, Fresh Day, Ski Club, Phi Beta Chi, the shore with V.V., J.M., F.A., E.P., and B.P., 5/9/71, carrying on with B.C.
secret ambition: to be happy and to marry him

DEBORAH VELTRI

"Deanna" ambition: to be a varsitarian
memories: Girls' Show 68, Masque and Sandal, Fresh Day, Ski Club, Phi Beta Chi, the shore with V.V., J.M., F.A., E.P., and B.P., 5/9/71, carrying on with B.C.
secret ambition: to be happy and to marry him

FRAN MARIE VELLA

ambition: to be a beautician
memories: the shore '71, Lantern, two years with B.D., shaving cream fights with N.C., good and bad times with B.D.
secret ambition: to get married and devote my life to my husband and children

PAUL R. Vassilowitch

ambition: to be a musician
memories: the shore '71, Lantern, two years with B.D., shaving cream fights with N.C., good and bad times with B.D.
secret ambition: to own a multi-billion dollar company
MILAGROS CELESTE
VENEGAS
"Millie" ambition to go to college memories walking with E.N., going to soccer games, lunch with N.B. and T.C., all my times with E.N.
secret ambition to study law and help people

VINCENT VERRICO
"Vince" ambition to succeed in whatever I do memories winning Districts in '71, wrestling practices and matches, having fun in H.R. with Mr. R.B., and J.V., doors and bunks at Pocono's Sports Camp, going out with the guys after wrestling matches secret ambition to become state wrestling champ in '72

DONALD VERRILL
"Don"

CARMINE VOLPE
ambition phys. ed. secret ambition to become a pathologist

...
BETTY WAGONER
"Bet" ambition psychologist
memories summers of '66-'71,
6th lunch Soph. yr., memories of L.L.,
N.Y., Penn., shore, Sept. 14, turtle,
Eng. Jr. yr. secret ambition—to play the drums

JANE STEPHANIE WALKER
ambition to make a certain person happy
memories Dec. 18, '69
in a white Ford, getting my license with R.M., summer of '70 at the shore
secret ambition—to marry a certain someone and live out in the country

RANDALL GARY WALTHER
ambition teacher
memories the first day at Passaic Valley

JOSEPH J. WAKCHO
"Wach" ambition law
memories A.B.D.F.F.H. not necessarily in that order
quantity secret ambitions—Passaic life and it’s problems

GERARD CHARLES WARD
"Jerry" ambition to make a certain person happy
memories Hackensack High, good times with L.W., Durr’s Chunk, Eng. III,
summer of '70 at the shore, soccer, Hackensack gable (to be)
secret ambition—to play second base for the New York Yankees

WILLIAM JOHN WARNET
"Bill" ambition architect
memories 6th per. Study Fresh yr.,
6th per. Math Jr. yr., Dr. Ed.,
trip to Bear Mtn. with T.B., F.A., Y.S.,
good times with M.L.M. and C.L.,
secret ambition—to travel around the world

ROBERT ANTHONY WARREN
"Bob" ambition lawyer or
teacher Hackensack 8th per., with the Dean, 7th per. with Ticky Dick, the Pub,
Ring Club, Underground Press, the BSA wars, living with C.T.,
the Dirty Dozen, sports, crazy times with S.V., Z., and D.C., the Great Gavel Mystery
memories Underground Press, M.F.G. in my office
secret ambition—to be Holy Roman Emporer

PAMELA WETTE
"Pam" ambition phys. ed,
teacher
memories well here we are again!
secret ambition to fly on a magic carpet
RENE WESTERGAARD
ambition: nursing
secret ambition: to move to Canada

FRANK WHITE
"Whitey" ambition: marine biologist
memories: German I and II, pie fights, the gang in Ill., 4 yrs. of basketball, V's Earth Science class, Jr. yr. without A.W., the Dean, missing a foul shot, driving with D.S. and the gang, Mr. K's meter stick, Fla. summer, Swim Club, 6th lunch, Dr. Ed., Mr. W's Hut., being with friends
secret ambition: a bookie

NADINA FRANCES WHITMORE
"Dee" ambition: Laboratory Technologist
memories: Art with gnat teacher. Driver Ed. with a man who thought I was his punishment from above, homeroom, Summer of '71, midnight phone calls, cemeteries, chasing L.F. fire engines. Malibu, blue light, Railroad Rd., motorcycle rides, "nightly brigade", movie signs, and football games
secret ambition: to own a string of diners

ROSE YANKOWSKI "Bo" ambition: beautician
memories: Fresh yr. 6th study Soph. yr., Jr. yr. 7th per. with P.M., C.J., Sept. '70
secret ambition: to own a string of diners

ANNE YACCO
secret ambition: to own a string of diners

DARLENE YENNEE
ambition: cosmopolitan
memories: P.L.G. '68-'70, Greenwood Lake with L.G., Seaside with M.V. and D.K., taking lessons, E.R.'s cellar, a rainy night with J.F., Pappy's, Lantern, Dairy, Bar L
secret ambition: to live in Arizona

WILLIAM YODER "Bill" ambition: college
memories: Mt. Stanley's weekends and summers at the shore, traveling in my van, trip down south, the Place in Tenn., Fillmore East, surfing with B.B. and A.D., High Cellar, parties Soph. yr., PV Basketball, Piedmont's secret ambition: to surf in Australia

GLENN A. WHITSHIRE "Bill" ambition: foreign college
memories: Crab Country with Uncle Tom, the base of the Wrestling room, hat, nights with the boys, D.D. parties, 6th lunch Soph. yr.
secret ambition: to own a string of diners

ROSE YANKOWSKI "Bo" ambition: beautician
memories: Fresh yr. 6th study Soph. yr., Jr. yr. 7th per. with P.M., C.J., Sept. '70
secret ambition: to own a string of diners
LARRY YUPPA
"Dude" ambition successful in music or medicine. Memories in Buffalo with A.D., 3rd per. D.E. with R.P., a week in Wildwood, good times with Sticky and Millie. Secret ambition... to own a music store.

LAURA MARIE ZACCARIO
Laura Z" ambition to be successful. Memories at N.Y. G.A. C.C. pre. G.C. - X-rays, Vi Sol, Waldorf. "Here we are again!" Mental cases from the world with S. E., A.C., N.K., F.W. Jr., "We're out with J.B., Sea, Dr. Ed. Mr. E., next to the 1st row 6th seat. Parking with N.J., "The Halloween", N.K., G.C., C.C., R.C., G.C. L., shore 69, 70. Parking Mr. G., Jr. yr. Bikes in PV. Need friends in trunk... my friends from Valley, Conflict '71 with B.D., Dani Delila, Span. 1 and 1/2 Mr. F., ski trips... secret ambition... to always laugh with everyone I meet and never cry.

MARTIN ZANFINO
"Marty" ambition... engineering, music. Memories at student clubs. Freshman Study, the Pub, being Jr. class president, Culver Lake, Fillmore East, Mary Club, Conventions. Future ambition... to be a successful professional guitarist.

PEGGY ANN ZWERVER
"Peg" ambition... phys. ed. teacher... English. Memories... summer of '64. Madonna with N.E., summer of '71, toboggan, Globe Inv. cheque, Comm. head. Here we are again, Goody Girls. 10 in one. With friends, riding bikes, campfires. In the box, shore, D.L. Secret ambition... to own a penguin.

JOHN G. LAURIE
"John" ambition... to go to college. Memories... Jr. yr., the RAF.

P. KATHERINE ZABEL

GARY ALLEN COLELLA
"Garn" ambition... to go to college. Memories... to work with handicapped children.

LINDA GEISER
T'was Spring and the first days of sun
When Southward flew the students all
Out of cooped-up closed-in classrooms
To the sun and sand and sea.

In the breeze the mist sprayed lightly
And settled on the old pig skin
Amidst the cries of the sea gulls,
Among the garbage and the muscle shells
Was heard the students of P.V.

And burbling with cries of glee
From the Point to grand Sea Side
With no thought for the morrow
With not a care for parents wrath
Was heard the call: "Onward all to Exit 93"
Graduation
(drum roll please)
I HAVE TAUGHT THEM ALL

I have taught in High School for ten years. During that time, I have given assignments, among others, to a thief, a murderer, an evangelist, a puglist and an imbecile. The murderer was a quiet little boy who sat in the front row and regarded me with pale blue eyes; the evangelist, easily the most popular boy in school, had the lead in the Junior Play; the puglist lounged by the window and let loose at intervals a raucous laugh that startled even the geraniums; the thief was a gay hearted Lothario with a song on his lips; and the imbecile was a soft hearted little animal seeking the shadows.

The murderer awaits death in the state penitentiary; the evangelist has lain a year now in the churchyard; the puglist lost an eye in Hong Kong; the thief, by standing on tip-toe, can see the windows of my room from the county jail; and the quiet dyed little moron beats his head against the wall in a state asylum.

All these pupils have sat in my room, sat and looked at me gravely across worn desks. I must have been a great help to these pupils — I taught them the rhyming scheme of the Elizabethan sonnet and how to diagram a complex sentence.
He always wanted to explain things.
But no one cared.
So he drew.
Sometimes he would draw,
And it wasn’t anything.
He wanted to carve it in stone
Or write it in the sky,
And it would be only him and the sky and
The things inside him that needed saying.
It was after that he drew the picture.
It was a beautiful picture.
He kept it under his pillow
And would let no one see it.
He would look at it every night
And think about it.
When it was dark and his eyes were closed,
He could still see it.
When he started school
He brought it with him,
Not to show anyone,
Just to have along as a friend.
It was funny about school.
He sat at a square brown desk,
Like all the other square, brown desks.
He thought it should be red.
And his room was a square, brown room,
Like all the other rooms.
It was tight and close and stiff.
He hated to hold the pencil and the chalk,
His arms stiff, his feet flat on the floor,
Stiff,
The teacher watching and watching.
The teacher came and spoke to him.
She told him to wear a tie
Like all the other boys.
He said it didn’t matter!
After that they drew.
He drew all yellow.
It was the way he felt about morning,
And it was beautiful.
The teacher came and smiled at him.
“What’s this?” she said. “Why don’t you
Draw something like Ken’s drawing?
Isn’t that beautiful?”
After that, his mother bought him a tie,
And he always drew airplanes and rocketships
Like everyone else.
And he threw the old picture away.
And when he lay alone looking at the sky,
It was big and blue and all of anything,
But he wasn’t anymore.
He was square inside and stiff and brown,
And his hands were all stiff.
He was like everyone else.
The things that needed saying
Didn’t need it anymore.
It had stopped pushing.
It was crushed.
Stiff.
Like everything else.

Indignity is one of the most sincere forms of love.
We should welcome the excesses of youth just as we welcome the exuberance of spring, looking forward with delight to when the time when people with such an imaginative program of life became mellow and mature — not only as gentle as doves but wise as serpents.
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Just as there is nothing as tragic as a poor teacher ... there is nothing more beautiful as a good one.
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"Well, we learned something."
— Albert Einstein
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The Valley Green Yearbook is proud to announce that 1972 is the year that the human race was admitted to the endangered species list.

We finally made it, gang. Against the unrelenting forces of old Mother Nature we have prevailed. They say a man can be measured by his enemies. Well, I think we can safely say that in the old witch we had a gallant enemy. After all it's not just any life form that can claim such achievements out of such humble beginnings.

But our tactics were ingenious. They plugged her streams. They infected her air, they disrupted her life cycles. It is not just anyone who would have been capable of developing such a wondrous compound as DDT. Yes, and to think that today, even mother's milk contains this miracle substance.
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Dr. Edward T. Schneider has been associated with Passaic Valley High School since its inception. In September of 1940, Dr. Schneider became Business Department Head and held this position until 1942, at which time he was appointed to the office of Assistant Principal. Four years later Dr. Schneider assumed the dual role of Superintendent and Principal. In 1960, Mr. Gatti became Principal, and Dr. Schneider then devoted his time and energy exclusively to the office of Superintendent until his retirement this year.

The following is an excerpt of an interview with Dr. Schneider conducted by Steve Jorlett for the 1969 Valley Echo.
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Thank you administration and faculty for interest shown in our class
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Doug Grant and Jim Farrell
Can't stand it no more. The people dying. Crying for help. For so many years. But no-
body hears. Better end soon, my friend. It better end soon, my friend.

Can't take it no more. The people hating. Hurting their brothers. They don't un-
derstand. They can't understand. Better end soon, my friend. It better end soon, my friend.

Hey, everybody. Won't you just look around. Can't anybody see? Just what's going
down. Can't you take the time? Just to feel what is real. If you do, then you'll see that we
got a raw deal. They're killing everybody. I wish it weren't true. They say we got to make
war or the economy will fall. But if we don't stop we won't be around no more. They're
ruining this world for you and me. The big heads of state won't let us be free. They made
the rules once but it didn't work out. Now we must try again before they kill us off. No
more dying! No more killing! No more dying! No more fighting. We don't want to die.
No, we don't want to die. Please let's change it all. Please let's make good for the present
and better for the future. Let's just love one another. Let's show peace for each other.
We can make it happen. Let's just make it happen. We can change this world. Please
let's change this world. Please. Let's make it happen for our children. For our women.
Change the world. Please make it happen. Come on. Come on. Please. Come on. It's up
to me. It's up to you. So let's do it now. Yeah. Do it now.

Can't stand it no more. The people cheating. Burning each other. They know it ain't
right. How can it be right? Better end soon, my friend. It better end soon, my friend.

With this book, we dedicate ourselves, our futures and our energies to revolution of
peace and understanding.
A world to be born under your footsteps...

St. John Perse